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INTRODUCTION 
In this article we continue with the study, which we initiated in [3], of the 
classes H v of distributions in R n. Section 1 of this paper deals with the question 
of finding a convenient dense class of functions in H v, and the closely associated 
spaces/~q, 0 < q < 1. Section 2 describes the dual spaces of the H~ classes, 
0 < p ~ 1. For the classes H ~ of analytic functions in the disc this is done in 
[5], when 0 < p ~ 1 ; and for H 1 in a half space and the so-called elliptic case, 
this is of course one of the celebrated results of [7]. Section 3 constructs the 
intermediate interpolation spaces, both by the complex method and by the real 
K method of Peetre, of the spaces H ~ and/t~. The real method, as it applies to 
the elliptic H ~ spaces, is given in [6]. Section 4 is devoted to the study of multi- 
pliers and fractional integrals acting in H ~ spaces. In the elliptic case, Theorem 
4.7 is similar to a known result which can be found in [10, 11]. 
The reading of this paper will require some familiarity wkh the concepts 
introduced, and the results proved in [3]. We shall use the same notation and we 
just remark that the letter c will denote a constant, which need not be the same in 
different occurrences. 
l ,  THE SPACES H ~ AND /~P 
In this section we shall discuss the Hardy spaces H ~ associated with the 
group At and their related spaces/q~. For 1 < p ~ oo, the H ~ coincide with the 
ordinary L v and some of the statements below reduce to well-known results. 
In these cases we shall omit the corresponding proofs. 
* This research was partly supported by grants from the National Science Foundation. 
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DEFINITION 1.1. Let f be a tempered distribution in R ~ and ~o ~ ~ with 
c~(0) @ 0. We shall say that f~ H ~ if Ma(x, F) EL p, 0 < p <~ oo, a > O,F(x, t) ~- 
( f ,  rp~)(x). The norm o f f  as an element of H ~ will be defined as 
I[fllH~ = I! Ma(x,F)l[~. 
THEOREM 1.2. The space H"  does not depend on the choice of ~o or a, and for any 
two choices of ~o and a the resulting norms are equivalent. For p ~ 1 we have 
and the distance function 
Llf-t-g I]~, ~< I , f l l~ + I]gll~, 
d( f  , g) -~ ]! f --  g I J~, 
turns H v into a metric space. For 1 < p <~ oo, H"  coincides with L ~ and the cor- 
responding norms are equivalent. 
Proof. The fact that d(f, g) is a metric is well known. The other assertions 
are immediate consequences of [3, Corollary 1.8 and Theorems 2.4, 4.3, and 
4.6]. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let f be a tempered distribution in R" and ¢p ~ 5P with 
8(0) =/= 0. We shall say that f~/~ if 
I[ f [l~ = f IF( x, t)l t va/p-1) dx(dt/t) < o% F(x, t) = ( f  * q~t)(x). 
THEOREM 1.4. The space I7I~ does not depend on the choice of the function 9 
and for two choices of q~ the resulting norms are equivalent. The distance function 
d(f, g) = Ilf --  g I!~ 
defines a metric equivalent with the metric defined by the norm. 
Proof. That d(f, g) is a metric equivalent with the metric defined by the norm 
follows from the inequality 
(a+b)v<~a~+b ~, a, b>~O, 0<p~l .  
The other assertions follow from [3, Theorem 4.8]. 
Remark. I f  we assume that f coincides with a continuous function near the 
origin then there is greater freedom in the choice of ~0 in the definition of/~P 
(see [3, Theorem 4.9]). 
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THEOREM 1.5. The space H ~ is complete. 
Pro@ Since H ~ coincides withL ~ forp > 1 we shall confine ourselves to the 
case p ~< 1. In this case we merely have to show that iff,~ E H ~, and 
oo 
Z Ilf. N~/. < oo 
1 
then there exists f ~ H ~ such that 
- f .  -+0 ,  N--~ oo. 
Sincep ~< 1 we also have that Y~l Nf~ lint < oo. Now, according to [3, Theorem 
4.4], 
t f.(x)l p*(x) -'~1/~-1' <~ c IIf,, tl~, 
and therefore the series 2;L(x) o*(x)-,1/~-, converges uniformly to a bounded 
function f(x) p*(x) -'(1/~-1). Setting Fn(x , t) =- (fn * ~0t)(x), F(x, t) = ( f  , cpt)(x ) 
we conclude that the series )Z F~(x, t) converges pointwise to F(x, t). Thus 
( Ma x ,F - -  F,, <~ M~(x,F,) 
N+I  
and, sincep ~< 1, 
Ma x ,F - -  Fn ~ M~(x, Fn)', 
N+I  
N # iV /) 
<~ Z H Mo(x,F.);~ = Nf. !1~,~, 
N+I  N+I  
and the desired conclusion follows. 
THEOREM 1.6. The space I7I ~ is complete. 
Proof. As in the case of the preceding theorem it suffices to show that 
if f~E/~r~ and E~l l f~] l~  < o% then there exists f~/~r~ such that 
N 
I [ f - -~1 f~ [[//~--~ 0. Arguing as in the preceding theorem we see that there 
exists a function f (x)  such that the series ~f,(x)p*(x)- '(1/~-1) converges 
uniformly to f (x) p*(x)-'~l/~-1). Setting F~(x, t) = (fn * %)(x) and F(x, t) -~ 
THEOREM 1.8. 
such that 
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( f *  %)(x) it follows that the series ~lF~(x ,  t) converges pointwise to F(x, t). 
Furthermore, 
37 N 
[IA 
N+I 
and the desired conclusion follows. 
THEOREM 1.7. The space H ~, 0 < p < 1, is contained in I~ ~ and the embedding 
is continuous. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of [3, Theorem 2.6]. 
(i) Let the distribution f coincide with a (signed) measure t• 
f (1  +ix l )*~idm] < O(3, 
where m is a positive integer such that am > 7/P, 0 < p < 1, and o~ is as in [3, 
(1.1)], and suppose that for every monomial x~ of degree l a ] ~ m --  1 
( x~ dry(x) = O. 
J 
Then f G H~ and 
with c depending on p. 
and 
fli~. < c f (1 + ! x [)~' i d~ !, 
(ii) I f  f coincides with a function f (x )  such that 
I f(x)l ~< M(1 + ix 1) . . . . . . .  , E > 0 
t*  
J x°f(x) dx = 0 
fo r ]a ]  ~ m -- 1, then f E H ~, provided that am > y/ p, O < p ~ ~,  and 
[lfi[H~ ~ cM, 
where c depends on p and E. 
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(iii) For 0 < p < 1, Hv is dense in ITI ~. 
(iv) The space of functions in Co ++ satisfying the conditions in (ii) is dense in 
H ~, 0 < p < oo. 
(v) The space of functions f such that f c Co ® and f(x) = 0 near the origin 
is a dense subset of HP, 0 < p < oo. 
Proof. Let us start with (i) and (ii). Since for p > 1 H ~ coincides with L ~ 
and their norms are equivalent, it is obvious that (ii) holds in this case. On the 
other hand, if 0 < p < 1, then (ii) is a special ease of (i). 
Let F(x, t) = (f,q~t)(x), where ~o(x) ~ Co ~° has support in [ x ] ~ 1 and has 
nonvanishing integral. Let Fa(x, t) = F(x, t) if 0 < t < 1, Fl(x, t) = 0 if 
t ~> 1, and F2(x , t) = F(x, t) - -F l (x  , t). Then, under the assumptions of (i) 
and according to [3, Theorem 1.7], where the assumption that f~L  1 can clearly 
be replaced by the assumption that f is  a signed measure, we have 
[{MI(F,y ) > s, [y -- x l  <~ 1)1 ~ (cls) £~_+t<21 &(y)I,  
so that i fO<p < 1, 
f, fo + MI(F1, yF  dy = p I{MI(F1, y)  > s, ly - -  x I ~< 1}t s~-I  ds u-xl<l 
<~ cp J d~(y)+ s +'-'~ ds + o~ s ++-t ds, 
- -  ~ 8 0 
where o~ is as usual the measure of the unit ball and s o is defined by 
(C/So) f,~-~r<~ I d , (y ) ]  = o~. 
Thus, substituting the value of s o above and integrating we obtain 
P 
where now c depends on p. Now clearly 
f+ I ritz(y)[ ~ c(1 + ] x p) -m f (1 + [y ]) +'+ d/x(y)l, 
v-xl<2 
whence substituting above we obtain 
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and integrating with respect o x it follows that 
w f Mi(Fi,y) ~ dy ~c  [f (1 + [x 1)-~" ax][f (1 + ]y ])m [ d/z(y)[] ~. 
But the first integral on the right is finite. In fact, according to (i) we have 
rap~> y]o~, and according to (1) in the proof of [3, Lemma 1.2], 
y = trace P ~ n~, 
so that mp > n. Consequently we have 
f Ml(Fl,y)~'dy<~c[f (1 +[yl)'~[dlz,y)l] ~' (1.8.1) 
Under the assumptions of (ii) on the other hand, we have 
sup If(y)[ ~< cM(1 + Ix 1)-~-~-~, 
Iv-xl<2 
MI(F1, X) ~ C 
and integrating we obtain 
f Mi(Fi, x)~ dx <~ cM ~. (1.8.2) 
Next let us consider F~(x, t) under the assumptions of (i). I f  f(x) denotes the 
Fourier transform of f, then f has bounded derivatives up to order m which 
vanish at the origin up to order m -- 1. Thus, expanding by Taylor's formula, 
we have 
~0 l ](x) = Z (x°/~O L(t~) m(1 - t)"-~ at, (1.8.3) 
Iol=m 
where f~ = (O/~x)'¢. The integrals on the right represent continuous bounded 
functions of x which are majorized by a multiple of 
f (1 + ]y I) m f d~(y)l. 
Now we let O(x) ~ Co °~ be equal to l near the origin and let 
£(x) = (i/2~)~ (1/~0 0(x) L( tx )  m(1 - t) " -1  dr, 
h(x) = (--&r~) -k ] x 1-2k (1 --  O(x))f(x), 
(1.8.4a) 
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where 2k ~ maxim, n ÷ 1]. Then from (1.8.3) we obtain 
f = Z (~/6x)~g o + Akh' 
IoI=m 
where g, and h are bounded functions which have a multiple of (1.8.4a) as a 
bound. Therefore 
I°J=m 
: [go 
]ol=m 
and since thego and h have a multiple of (1.8.4a) as a bound, 
[f + l f l + l J ' ] m * 
or, under the assumptions of (ii), 
I F=(x, t)l <~ c(1 + t)-m"M. 
Now, if t ~ p(x)/2 we may replace t by t ÷ p(x) in the preceding inequalities, 
provided that we replace c by an appropriate larger constant. Consequently we 
have  
+p(x)+t ] -m~f  (1 +[y[)m[dtz(y)(; t ~p(x)/2 (1.8.4b) IF~(x,t)[ ~<c[1 
or, under the assumptions of (ii), 
I F=(x, t)l ~< c[1 + p(x) + t]-m"M; t ~ p(x)/2. (1.8.5) 
Next we shall show that these inequalities hold also for t ~ p(x)[2. On account of 
the fact that cpt(y ) has support in p(y) ~ t we have 
[F~(x, t)[ = f l 9t( x -- Y) dl~(y)[ ~ c J,~ [ d/~(y)f; t ~ p(x)/2. 
(~-u) <~o (x) 12 
Now 
fo(~-~)<o(~)/2 ] dt~(y)[ <~ c[1 + p(x)] -m~ f [1 + p(y)]~ldlz(y)l. 
But since p(y)~ ~ I Y I if p(y) ~ 1, we have [1 ÷ p(y)]~ ~ c(1 ÷ [ Y I)% 
Furthermore, since t ~ p(x)/2, [1 ÷ p(x)] -m~ ~< c(1 ÷ p(x) ÷ t) -~  and substi- 
tuting above we see that (1.8.4b) and (1.8.5) hold also for t ~ p(x)/2. 
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Let 
Then 
a(x, t) = [1 + p(~) + t ] -~.  
MI(x ,G)  = sup [1 ÷p(y)+t ]  -~ ,  
o(x-~)-<<t 
and since p(y) >/O(x) -- p(x -- y) >~ O(x) -- t, 
M,(x, ¢) <~ [1 + e(x)]--~ 
which, since ma > y] p, implies that II Ml(x, G)IJ~ < m, and this combined 
with (1.8.4b) and (1.8.5) show that 
Ml(X ,F2)l]~o ~ c f (1 @ [y I) m [ d/~(y)l ]! 
under the assumptions of (i), or 
Ik MI(x,F~)II, <~ cM 
under the assumptions of (ii). Now, this combined with (1.8.1) and (1.8.2) 
show that (i) and (ii) hold. 
In order to prove (v) we shall first show that the class of distributions f in H s, 
0 < p < 0% whose Fourier transformsfhave compact support disjoint from the 
origin are dense in H ~. 
Let f be a distribution in H ~ and ~(x) = 01[p*(x)] , ¢~(x) ~- 02[p*(x)], where 
01(t ) and 02(t ) are infinitely differentiable functions in 0 ~< t < oe with compact 
support contained in t > 0, 01 is not identically zero, and 02(t ) = 1 on 
the support of 01 . Let ~(x) ~ Co ~ be equal to 1 in a neighborhood of the origin. 
Then ~(x) [e(dt*x) vanishes identically for t sufficiently large and coincides with 
~(x) for t sufficiently small. From this it easily follows that each derivative of 
¢](x) [~(d**x) is square integrable uniformly in t, and this implies that if g(x, t) 
denotes the inverse Fourier transform of ¢/(x) [e(At*x) then g(x, t)(1 + p(x)) a is 
uniformly square integrable for each A. 
Let F(x, t) = ( f *  qot)(x), f(*) =f*  k, ,  FC~)(x, t) = (f(~) * q~)(x). Since the 
Fourier transform of F(S)(x, t) is f(x)[~(A**x)~(At*x) on account of the pro- 
perties of/~ and ~ we conclude that for a given t we haveF(~)(x, t) = F(x, t) if s 
is sufficiently small and F(*)(x, t) = 0 if s is sufficiently large. Furthermore, 
if 0 < p ~< 2, from [3, Theorems 4.4 and 5.3] we deduce that 
t* - -  5 > y /2 ,  
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where c depends on ) but not on s. From this, using the fact that F(~)(x, t) ~ 0 
as s ~ co and F~(x, t) --+ F(x, t) as s --~ 0, integrating and using the dominated 
convergence theorem we conclude that G,(x, F (~)) <~ cG~(x, F) and that 
G.(x, FC,)) ~ 0 as s ~ oo, 
G,(x, F ~ F (s)) --+ 0 as s --~ 0, 
whenever Ga(x ,F) is finite. Now, taking Z > ~,/p we have that II Ga(x, F)rJ~ < oo 
(see [3, (6.5)]) and using the dominated convergence theorem we obtain 
H G.(x, F(~)l[~ --* 0 as s -~ o% 
r] G . (x ,  F - -  F(*)I]~ -~- 0 as s - - -  0. 
But according to [3, (6.9)] this implies that 
and consequently 
[[f(~) [IH,,-~ 0 as s --~ oo, 
[If--f(~)[[H~-+O as s -+0,  
J ! f - -  (f(~) --fa/~))l[R~--'O as s--~O. 
But the Fourier transform of f(*' _/ ,z/a) is f(x)[f(N~*x) - -  [~(A~x)] which, 
since h(x) has compact support and equals 1 near the origin, also has compact 
support and vanishes near the origin. This proves our assertion if 0 < p ~ 2. 
I f  2<p< oo we let k(x) and f(~)(x) be as above and define H(x,t) as 
H(x, t) = ( f  * k~)(x). Then we have 
If('~)(x)F -~ I H(x, s)l ~ Ml(x, H)EL~, 
f~*)(x) --+f(x) almost everywhere as s -~ 0, and 
If(~)(x)[ ~<l I /H~r /k . ] lq~0 as s-->oo, q=p/p - - l .  
Consequently, we have again 
l l f - - f (~) r[n~ --~ 0 as s-~C, 
and the desired result follows as in the preceding case. 
In view of this result, in order to establish (v) it will suffice to show that if 
fE  H~ and f has compact support and vanishes near the origin, then f can be 
approximated arbitrarily close in H ~ by means of functions whose Fourier 
transforms are infinitely differentiable, have compact support, and vanish near 
the origin. 
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First we observe that i f f  has compact support andf~ H~, 0 < p < ~,  then 
f is a bounded continuous function. In fact, if 0 < p ~ 2, then f is locally 
integrable and since it has compact support, is integrable (see [3, (4.4)]). If 
p > 2 and go ~ SP is such that ~(x) = 1 on the support off, thenf(x) --- f ,  go(x) 
and therefore f is continuous and I f(x) l ~ I I f ll~ I I go l lq < 0% q = p~ p -- 1. 
Let now ~(x) be such that 7(0) = 1 and ~(x) ~ Co °~ and letfiS)(x) = f(x)~(sx). 
Then f(~) -~ f *  ~ ,  where ¢/s(x) = s-n~(s-ix), is an infinitely differentiable 
function with compact support which vanishes near the origin if s is sufficiently 
small, say s ~ So, and l l f  ~8) - - f l ln~-~ 0 as s--~ 0. To see that this is the case 
let ~ ~ Co ~ be such that ~(0) ~ 0 and consider 
[.  
H(*)(x, t) = [(f  - - f ( * ) ) .  9~](x) = J f (x  --y)[1 - -  ~(s(x - -y))]  ~(y )  dy. (1.8.6) 
Since f (~) is infinitely differentiable, has compact support, and vanishes near 
the origin for s < s o , it follows from (ii) that f  (~) E H~ for s < s o and therefore 
a lsof  _f<s) is in H~ for s < s o . Furthermore, since c~ has compact support and 
f - f ( "  vanishes in a neighborhood of the origin for s < So, we have 
H(*)(x, t) = 0 for s < s o and t sufficiently large, say t > t o . Thus, on account of 
[3, (4.7)], in order to show that Hf-- f (~) 1In, ---~ 0 as s --+ 0 it suffices to prove 
that 
II sup I H(~)( x, 01 [!~ --> 0 as s --~ O. 
O<t<t o 
By Taylor's formula we have 
1 -  [s(x - y ) ]  = -  o(sx) + R(sx, sy), (1.8.7) 
0<lo]<m 
where ~7o --~ (8/8x)°~ and R(x, y) satisfies the estimates 
IR (x ,y ) l<~c, , l y l  ~ or I R(x, y)] ~ c~.7~ i y T~(l + J x l) -k, t Y l <~ l x l/2, 
the second inequality being valid for each k with an appropirate constant c,~.k • 
We will substitute (1.8.7) in the last expression of (1.8.6), but before we do 
this we will find a different expression for (--y)°. Given the multiple exponent ~r, 
we have 
(Atz) ~ = Z P~,o(t) z "~, (1.8.8) 
T 
where r runs over all multiple exponents with [r  I = I a l and the P~,,(t) are 
homogeneous polynomials of degree ] cr t in the entries of At .  Therefore we have 
[P~.~(t)l ~< c for 0 < t ~< to, (1.8.9) 
where c depends on a and t o . 
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Now from (l.8.8) we obtain 
(--y)~ = [A+AtZ(--y)] ° = ~ P~,o(t)[A-[I(--Y)] ~ 
and setting @*)(x) = (--x) • ~0(x) we have 
(~) [A~l(--y)y ~t(y) = ~o~ (y), 
and from the preceding expression we obtain 
(--Y)° Tt(Y) -- E P+.+(t) ~o++)(y). 
Substituting (1.8.7) in the last expression in (1.8.6) and using the identity above 
we get 
H(+'(x, t) = ~, sl<(1/o!) ++(sx) P+,~(t)(f •++)(x) + f f(x -- y) R(sx, sy) dy 
o<l~'l<lol<m 
= H~>(x, t) ~- tt(2S)(x, t), 
where 11(1 s) represents the sum and H~ ~) the remaining term. Since each term in 
the sum has a power of s as a factor it follows readily, that, on account of (1.8.9) 
and [3, (4.6)], 
II sup I H~S)(x, t)I [[~--+ 0 as s--> O. (1.8.10) 
0<t~<t o 
In order to bound H~S)(x, t) as a function of t we recall that f i s  bounded and use 
the estimates of R(x, y) above. Thus 
H~'O(x, t)l ~< c(1 ÷ I x p s) -~ f s ~ [y I ~+ ]9t(Y)[ dy r 
+cf  Wryl~l~ot(y) ldy. (1.8.11) 
Now, if 0 < t < t o we set t = Uto, 0 < u ~ 1, and ¢(x) = 9,o(x) so that 9,(x) = 
eu(X). Since ~b E S a, for each l > 0 we have 
I ¢(x)P ~< c~(1 + Ix I) -~ 
and, consequently, if 0 < t ~< t o , 
Thus 
f !Y ++'! ~L(Y)] dy ~< c++u -? f tY  I m (1 q7 u -~ t Y I) -t dy 
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or, setting y = u~z, 
f ~Y ["~ 1 ~o~(y)I dy <~ clu ('~+n)~'-,' f [ z / "~ (1 + ] z [)-t dz. 
But u ~< 1, so that if m is so large that (m + n) ~ --  y >/0  we have 
f lY  I '~ I ~t(y)l dy ~ c~ f I z i '~ (1 + [ z !)-~ &. 
Similarly, we find that 
f [Y I" l  ~,(Y)] dy <~ c, ( I z ['~ (1 + [ z [)-~ dz < (1 + I x [)~-'+~ 
;t  ~1>1~112 alzl>lxl/2 
provided that m --  l + n < 0. From these inequalities and (1.8.11) we obtain 
[ sup I H~>(x, t)l] ~ <~ ~9(1  + I x I ~)-~" + ~9(1  + I x I)( ~-~+~)~ 
0<t~<t o 
and 
II sup I H~*)(x, t)[ 11~ 
0<t~<g 0 
<_ f (1 + ixt)- .ex +cy  f (1 + 
and the right-hand side of this inequality is finite and tends to zero as s -+ 0 if m 
and k are sufficiently large and I is such that (m --  l q- n) p < --n. Now this 
combined with (1.8.10) giv 9 
il sup [ g(*)(x, t)[ [{~ ~ 0 as s --+ O, 
O<t~<t o 
and the proof of (v) is complete. 
Next we shall prove (iii). In order to do this we shall show that the class of 
functions f whose Fourier transforms f are in Co ~ and vanish near the origin is 
dense in/1~, 0 < p < 1. In view of (ii) or of (v), this clearly implies (iii). 
As in the case of (v) we shall prove first that the class of distributions f such 
that fhas  compact support and vanishes near the origin, is dense in/Try. For this 
purpose we let ~o~9 ° be such that qS(x) = 1 if p*(x) ~ 1 and q~(x) =0 if 
p*(x) >/2,  and define f(s) as f(*) = f * ~0 s . Then, as is readily verified, the 
Fourier transform of f(~) _f(1/8) has compact support and vanishes near the 
origin. Furthermore, as we shall see, 
Ill(*) lia~--~ 0 as s--~ oo, 
ill - -  f('~) ILa,, ~ 0 as s--> 0, 
(1.sA2) 
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so that 
[If -- (f(~) --f(1/s))lIR,-+ 0 as s--~ 0. (1.8.13) 
To prove the first part of (1.8.12) we observe that if F(x, t) = ( f *  %)(x) and 
FI~)(x, t) = ( f  ~ * ~ot)(x), then 
F(*)(x, t) = ( f  * ~o, * q~t)(x) -= [F(', t) * (p,](x), 
so that 
f r F~*)(x, t)l dx <~ c f IF(x, t)[ dx. (1.8.14) 
Furthermore, since ~(A~*x) ~o(At*x) -- ~(d~ x) for s >~ 2t we have %.  ~ = 
% for s /> t and 
F{*)(x, t) = F(x, s), s >~ 2t, (1.8.15) 
which, combined with (1.8.14) give 
f ]F(x, s)F dx ~ c f IF(x, t)p dx, s >~ 2t. (1.8.16) 
Now, from (1.8.16) we have 
f IF(x, t)[ u (1/~-1~ dx dt s/2 f ' t ~ ( IF(x, t)] u a/~-l) dx dt 
~o t 
C~ o t 
= 1_ s,(~/~_i~ f IF(x, s)i dx, 
C 
and since the first integral above is finite and p < 1 we conclude that 
flF(x, OIdx--+O as s - .oo .  (1.8.17) 
Furthermore, if s />  2a, (1.8.14) and (1.8.15) yield 
rlf (~) ira~ = f IF(~)(x, t)l t~(~/,-~) dx dtt 
f] f F(x, I v(1/p-1) dx all fa  f IF(x, t)l t v(1/p-1) dx dt t +c  -i- 
~-- ca v(1/:°-l) IF(x, s)l dx + c IF(x, t)i t~(~/~-al dx dt - - .  
t 
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From this, (1.8.17), and the fact that a can be taken arbitrarily large we conclude 
that the first half of (1.8.12) holds. 
To prove the second half we observe that 
F(')(x, t) = F(x, t), t >~ 2s 
so that, on account of (1.8.14) we have 
[] f(s) _ f I1,~ = f ] Y(~)( x, t) -- F(x, t)l t v(1/~-1) dx d_t t 
f)'f <~ c IF(x, t)l t "(1/~-1) dx dt t ' 
whence the second half of (1.8.12) follows. 
Consequently, in order to complete the proof of (iii) we need only show that if 
f ~/~rv, f has compact support and vanishes near the origin, thenf  can be appro- 
ximated arbitrarily close in / t~ by means of functions with Fourier transforms 
in Co °~ and vanishing near the origin. For this purpose we let cp be as above, 
i.e., such that ~(x) = I for ( x [ ~< I and ~ ~ Co% and consider F(x, t) = 
( f ,  qot)(x). Sineefhas compact support we will haveF(x, t) = f(x) for 0 < t ~ t o 
and therefore 
fot°f ]F(x,t)lt~(1/.-1)dxdt f £°  ~ 1 dt T= 1.f(x)ldx t~ ;~- , y ,  
and since the left-hand side above is finite we conclude that f is in L 1. Let now 
¢/(x) ~ Co ~° be such that ~9(0) = 1, and let ~s(x) = s-"Cl(s-lx ). Then f (~) -~ 
4/~ . f  is infinitely differentiable, has compact support, and vanishes near the 
origin if s is sufficiently small. I f f  (~) is the inverse Fourier transform o f f  (~) then 
f(S)(x) = f(x) ~(sx), and if ¢p is as above and F(x, t) = ( f *  %)(x), F'"(x, t) = 
(f(")(x, t) = (f(s) . 9t)(x) we will haveF(S)(x, t) = F(x, t) = 0 for s sufficiently 
small and t sufficiently large, say s ~ s o and t ~ t o . Therefore we will have 
,y , s , _ / , . .  = f °f ]F(')(x't)--F(x't)]t~(1/v-')dxdtt (1.8.18) 
for s ~ s o . But 
. [ IF(')(x, t) - -F(x,  t)] dx = f I[(f (') - - f )  * ~o,](x)l dx 
c f If~S)(x) --f(x)l  dx (1.8.19) 
= c f Iy(x)[~(sx) - 1]! dx, 
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which tends to zero as s -+0.  Thus  from (1.8.18) we conclude that 
[1 f(~) - -  f ] [~  -~ 0 as s -~  0 and the proof  of (iii) is complete. 
F inal ly  we shall prove (iv). In view of (v) it will suffice to show that i f f  is as 
in (v) thenf  can be approximated arbitrari ly close in H ~ by means of functions 
in Co °~ satisfying the condit ions of (ii). 
Clearly i f f  is as in (v), that is f (x)  = 0 near the origin and f ~ Co% then 
f ~ 9 ° and 
f f(~) x~ & = 0 (1.8.20) 
for all monomials  x~. Let  ~(x) ~ Co * be such that ~7(x) = 1 for t x [ ~< 1, and let 
m be an integer m > y /pc .  As we shall see below, there exist functions ho(x) 
in Co ~ with support  in 1 ~< [ x [ ~ 2, where cr runs over all mult i indices a with 
[a  [ ~ m - -  1, such that 
f h~(x) x ~" dx = 1 if = T G~ 
=0 if z =/= ~, 
where x • runs over all monomials  of degree less than or equal to m - -  1. Let  
g,(x) =f (x )  ~7(sx) -- ~ b~(s) h~(sx), s > O, (1.8.21) 
where the b,,(s) are selected in such a way that 
that is 
f g,(x) x* dx = O, 0 ~ j r I ~ m - -  1, (1.8.22) 
f f(x) ~(sx) x° dx = E b,(s) f h,(sx) x~ dx = b~(s) s-n-M 
]rl<~n--1 
and, on account of (1.8.20), 
b~(s) s-n-I"l = f f(x) W(sx) x ° dx = f f(x)[1 -- ~?(sx)] x ~ dx. 
Since 1 - -  ~)(sx) = 0 for ] x [ < 1/s andf~ .5 ° we conclude that 
[ b,(s)[ • c f [f(x)] dx sn+I °1 < c~s -I~, (1.8.23) JI ~]>lls 
the last h~equa]ity being valid for each k with an appropriate constant c~. 
6o7/24/2-2 
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Now, evidently, gs(x) has compact support and is infinitely differentiable. 
Furthermore, on account of (1.8.20) and (1.8.22) we have 
f [f(x) - -  gs(x)] x ° dx = 0, [ a I ~< m --  l, (1.8.24) 
and from (1.8.21) 
I f (x) --gs(x)l (1 + Ix I) n+m+l ~< (1 + Ix  I) n+~+l 1(1 --'O(sx)] If(x)J 
+ ~ I b~(s)l (1 + i x i) .+~+11 h~(,x)l. 
Since 1 - -  ~(sx) = 0 for [ x t <~ 1Is andf~ Y the first term on the right above 
is bounded and tends uniformly to zero as s -+ 0. As for the second, the ho(sx) 
are uniformly bounded and are supported in 1Is <~ ] x ] <~ 2)  and thus from 
(1.8.23) it follows that it also tends to zero uniformly in x as s --* 0. Thus 
sup I f (x)  - -  g,(x)[ (1 + [ x ])~+~+1 _+ 0 as s ---> O, 
which combined with (1.8.24) and (ii) yield 
Llf - g, ll,i~ ~ O, 
and (iv) follows. 
There only remains to show the existence of the functions ho. For this purpose 
let us consider the space of functions h in C °~ with support in 1 ~< ] x I ~< 2, 
and the linear map of this space into the numbers ~:~, I a I ~< (m --  1) given by 
~o = f h(x) x- &. 
This map is onto, for otherwise there would exist numbers a , ,  I ~ [ ~ m --  1, 
not all zero, such that 
for all h, and this would imply that the polynomialS2 a~x ~ vanishes identically for 
1 ~ ] x ] ~ 2, and consequently ao = 0 for ] a I ~ m --  1. Thus, given a, 
1 a ] ~ m - -  1, there exists ho such that 
f h~(x) x ~dx = 1 if a = ,'g , 
= 0 otherwise. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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THEOREM 1.9. Let f c Hf,  0 < p <~ 0% q~ ~ 5 P, and F(x, t) = ( f  * %)(x). 
Then, for almost all x ~ R n and all a > O, lira F(y,  t), as (y, t) --+ (x, O) through 
the cone p(x -- y) ~ at, exists. 
Proof. I f f~  Co% then, as is well known, this limit exists and coincides with 
f (x)  f q~(y) dy. 
I f f  ~ H v, p < 0% and f is real, then according to the preceding theorem, there 
exists g ~ Co ~ such that II f --  g JI/J~ < ~, where • is any given positive number. 
Given a > 0 let l imaF , 1-~aF, etc., denote the corresponding limit of f as 
(y, t) -+ (x, 0) through the cone p(x -- y) ~ at. Then we have 
lim F --  lira F ~ [g(x) ÷ Ma(x , F - -  G)] --  [g(x) --  Ma(x, F -- G)] 
g a 
= 2Ma(x, Y -- G), 
where G(x, t) = g .  %(x), and from [3, Theorems 2.4 and 4.6] we obtain 
f I l imF  -- li__m_m F ]* dx <~ 2 ~ f Ma(x,F  -- G) ~ dx <~ c Irf --  g [1~ <~ ceV, 
a a 
and since E is arbitrary, we find that lima F = lima F for almost all x. But then 
we also have that outside of a set of measure zero also l imaF = lima F for all 
a, a > 0, which is the desired result forfreal  andp < oo. We leave to the reader 
the verification of the remaining cases. 
2. THE DUALS OF THE SPACES H~, 0 < p ~ 1 
THEOREM 2.1. Let CoCo denote the space of functions f such that f(x) = 0 for x 
near 0 and f ~ Co% Let l be a continuous linear function in H p, 0 < p < 1. Then l 
~oo . restricted to Coo zs of the form 
l( f )  -= f fg dx, 
where g(x) is a continuous function with the properties: 
(i) l g(x)P <~ c(1 + ] x ])% where m is the least integer such that am > y/ p. 
(ii) I f  l~ is a measure on R ~ such that 
f (1  + lx[)mld/~ I < 0% fx*dtz=O fora l la ,  
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[ ~ [ < m -- 1, and Tdz is defined by 
f = f 
then 
9 ~ ~9 ~, 
ct~(1/p-1) 
where c is independent ofy. 
Conversely, let g(x) be a continuous function satisfying (i) and (ii) for ~ = t~ (j), 
j = 1,2,...,k, where the iz {~) have compact support and are such that ~17~1 fztJ)(At*x)i 
does not vanish identically as a function oft  for x ~ O. Then 
l(f)  = f f(x) g(x) dx 
gives a linear functional in C~o which is continuous with respect o the norm of IYP 
and can be extended uniquely to a linear functional in t~.  
Proof. Since the sets {f[ []fi[n~(a, a > 0} form a basis of neighborhoods of
zero in H p, a linear functional I in H ~ is continuous if and only if 
I l(f)l ~< c l l f lbo 
for some c, c > 0. Let us choose a function 9 ~ ~7 ~ to define the norm in Hp, as in 
1.1 with a ~ 1. Then, if/z satisfies the conditions of (ii) and F(x, t) = (tz * 9t)(x), 
according to 1.8 we have/~ ~ H~ and 
II ~ [1~,~ = II Ma(x,F)II~ ~ e f (1 + [ x I) ~ ] dp I. 
Now, if l is a continuous linear functional in H ~ we restrict l to the space of 
measures atisfying (ii) and then extend it continuously to the space of all 
measures/z such that 
~'(1 + [x ! ) '~ /d~l  < c~. 
d 
In  particular, we obtain a linear functional on the space of locally integrable 
functions f such that 
which is of the form 
f (l + Ix I)~ I.f(x)I dx < oo, 
l(f)  = f g(x) f(x) dx, 
whereg(x)(l  @ [ x 1)-~ is a bounded measurable function. 
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Let nowf  be integrable and such that 
f (1 + Ix 1)~ If(x)l dx < 0% f x~f(x) dx = O, [a l ~ m -- l. 
Then fe  H ~. Furthermore, if ft(x) = t-J(A~lx) then also ft ~ H ~ and, as a 
simple calculation shows 
l i f t  ]lB~0 = F/(1//~-- I ) ]Ff i l~,  
and since i[ft(x -1-y)l]~. = I l f t (x ) l ]H ,  ; i.e., the norm in H~ is translation invariant, 
we have 
:.(. I--I: = ,I:,(. + 
c Jlft(x + Y)[]H" ----- ct'a/'-l)][ffIH" " 
Conversely, suppose that g(x)(1 + ] x [)-'~ is bounded and ¢ ~ C~o is such that 
fo ~ q~(At*x) ~(at~t) = 1 
and assume that 
I f  g(x--y)¢t(x)dx <~ ct "'I/~-1', (2.1.1) 
then, as we shall see, fo r fe  Co~ we have 
] f g(x) f(x) dx 1~ c ['fllz~ ; (2.1.2) 
that is, the integral above defines a linear functional in C~0 which can be extended 
to a continuous linear functional in/ t~.  
To see that (2.1.2) holds we observe that s incefand ~ have compact support 
and vanish near the origin there exist two positive numbers a and b, a < b, 
such that ~(At*x)f(x) vanishes for t < a and t > b, so that 
f(~) f: ¢(A*x), (dr~t) =/(~), 
or, in terms o f f  and ¢, 
b 
fa [/  * ¢1 * Cd(x)(dt/t) = f(x). 
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From this, setting F(x, t) = ( f ,  ¢,)(x), we obtain 
f g(x) f(x)dx = fg(x)[J7 ¢~(x- y)F(y, 1)d' d~] dx 
- -  J2 f ')If <(" ÷ +,(x) , 
and from (2.1.1), 
] ] d, 
f g(x) f (x)  dx ~ c f tF(y ,  t)] F/(1/p-1, dy T < clkfll~r~), 
as we wished to show. 
Next let us show that the function g satisfying (2.1.1) above must be con- 
tinuous. For this purpose let now/, denote the measure 
t ,=8+h,  
where 8 denotes Dirac's measure supported at the origin, and h ~ Co ~ is chosen 
so that/x ~/7~ (that such an h exists was made clear in the proof of (iv), Theorem 
1.8), and let/% denote the translate of/ ,  by y, y ~ R n. Then we have 
and since 
gf II ~ - ~ Itao = h[ (~.  - ~)  * sod(x)]  t,(1/~-1) dx at t ' 
f I[(~v -=/x) • ~e](x)l dx <~ 2 f I(/* * ~O(x)[ dx 
and the left-hand side clearly tends to zero as y --~ 0, we find that II ~, P. I1~0~ -4 0 
asy--~ 0. 
Now let 0 ~ 2/' be such that 0 ~ Co w and O(x) = 1 near the origin and set 
F.s(x) = (1* * Os)(x), F(x) = (bt * O)(x). Then clearly F~(x) --  F(x) is in 0o~0 and 
i l [Fs (x  - -  y )  - -  ~ ' (x  - -  y ) ]  - -  [FXx)  - -  F (x ) ]N ,~ = !L(~ - -  ~)*  (0s - -  0 )Na,  
and therefore the functions of y 
l[F,(x -- y) --  F(x -- y)] = f g(x)[F~(x --  y) --  F(x --  y)] dy 
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are equicontinuous for s > 0. But 
f g(x)[Fs(x -- y) -- F(x -- y)] dy 
F(x Y) g(x) dx 
and, as s tends to zero, this converges almost everywhere to 
g(y) + f g(x) h(x -- y) dy + f F(x -- y) g(x) dx. 
Now this limit, being the limit of a family of equicontinuous functions of y, is 
clearly a continuous function of y, whence it follows that g(y) coincides almost 
everywhere with a continuous function. Thus (i) is established. 
In order to prove (ii) we let O ~ S: have compact support and be such that 
0(0) ---- 1. Then if/z satisfies the conditions of (ii) we have, as is readily verified, 
f g(x -- y) d(Tt~)(x) ---- lims_~0 f g(x -- y)[Ost * T~](x) dx 
---- lira ( g(x -- y)[Tt(O~*~)](x) dx 
s-*O d " 
~< li____mm c il Tt(Os*lz)lla~ = ct ~I1/D-I> l im [] 08*/x IJa~ 
840 8"->0 
<~ ct ~/~-~ II ~ 11~,, 
and the desired conclusion follows. 
In order to establish the last part of our theorem we observe that if 0 ~ 5:, then 
Ti(t~*O) = (Tt#)*Ot, and ifg_(x) = g(--x), then 
f g(x --  y) d(rdz)(x) = (g_*Ttlx)(y), 
so that if 
| f  g(x  - -  y )  d(rtlx(J))(x ) ~.~ ct~(1/~-1), j ~ 1 .... , k 
with c independent of y, and 
k 
¢(x) = y ~"1 • 0% o~J~ ~ y ,  
j= l  
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then 
Now, since 
I(g- * Tt%)(y)] = ~ (g_ • Ttt~(J)*O~J))(y) ~ ct ~(~I~-~). 
¢(x) = y 6('(x) O(J)(x) 
it follows as in [3, Lemma 4.1] that we can select he 0 {j) so that ¢ ~ C~0 and 
fo° ~(A,*x) 2 (dt/t) = 1. 
Furthermore, (2.1.1) will hold, and as we have already seen, this implies that 
(2.1.2) holds, which is what we wanted to show. This completes the proof of 
our theorem. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Every continuous linear functional in H • can be extended 
uniquely to a continuous linear functional in t7I< 
Proof. If  l is a continuous linear functional in/4~, then l restricted to Coo ~ is" 
of the form 
= f C0o l ( f)  g(x)f(x) dx, f~  ~ 
where g satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) in 2.1. But then, aeeording to the last part 
of 2.1, l is continuous with respect to the norm of ~ ,  and since C00~* 
is dense in H ~, and H ~ is dense in/~P, ~ /t~ Coo is dense in and the desired con- 
clusion follows. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let X be a Banach space and A a continuous linear map of 
H ~ into X. Let E be the embedding of H~ in 121< Then there exists a linear map A 1 
of t:I~ into X such that A = AaE, in other words, A can be extended to a continuous 
linear map A 1 of I~p into X.  Furthermore, this extension is unique. 
Pro@ Let us choose a function ep ~ 5~ with ~(0) =~ 0 to define norms in H v 
and/~v as in 1.1 and 1.3. Then, according to [3, (2.6)] we have 
Ilfi/m~ ~< c llfl!,~ (2.3.1) 
fo r f  ~ H< Let now K denote the dual o f / t "  and let us introduce two norms in K, 
namely, denoting by / ]  and B the unit balls of/~" and H ~, respectively, 
[l l Llx = sup [ l(f)]; I] lIE = sup I/(f)], l cK .  
ye/~ J~B 
The first one is the ordinary norm in K. The second is a norm with respect 
to which K is also complete. In fact, a limit of a sequence of elements of K with 
respect o this norm is a continuous linear functional in H ~, and according to 
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2.2 such a linear functional can be extended continuously to / I~ and consequently 
this limit belongs to K. 
Now (2.3.1) implies that 
It ll[ ~ c[I l l[~, 
which means that the identity mapping of K with the topology induced by 
E[ l [[ is continuous, and the open mapping theorem implies that there is a positive 
constant c (perhaps different from the one above) such that 
(1/e)[llll~c ~[ll[] ~cl j l f l x ,  1EK. 
Consequently, if we define a new norm in /~ by 
JJfJ]--- sup I l(/)l 
little1 
we obtain a norm equivalent with [IflLqp • 
Now let us consider the smallest convex set/~ in H ~ which is closed with 
respect o the topology induced by the linear funetionals in K and contains B. 
Then 
B = {g IgeH ~, [ l(g)l ~ sup [ l(f)l, l eK}  
fGB 
~- {g[geH' , l lg [ I  ~ 1). 
Now we are ready to prove our theorem. 
Suppose that A is a continuous linear map of H ~ into X. If  we can show that A 
is continuous with respect to the norm I[fII defined above, then it will also be con- 
tinuous with respect o the norm II f ll~q,, which is equivalent to II f 1], and there- 
fore A will be continuously extendible to /~,  and the extension will be unique. 
To show that A is continuous with respect o the norm ]lfl] it will suffice to show 
that the inverse image C of the closed unit ball of X contains c/~ for some c > 0. 
But, evidently, C is convex and closed with respect o the topology induced in 
H p by the linear funetionals I of K. Furthermore C contains cB for some c > 0, 
because of the continuity of A with respect o the norm II f }}. But then C also 
contains c/~, which is the smallest convex set which is closed with respect o the 
topology induced on H ~ by the linear functionals of K and which contains cB, and 
the desired conclusion follows. This establishes our theorem. 
To discuss the dual of H i we need the following. 
THEOREM 2.4. The space of Co w functions with vanishing integral is a dense 
subspace of H 1. Furthermore, if  f c Co ~ has vanishing integral and is supported in a 
sphere p(x -- xo) ~ a, then 
IIfll~t 1 ~ c[p/(p - 1)] a v[(~-l)/~] IIflle, 
for 1 < p ~ 0% where C is independent ofp and a. 
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Since we have 
II a~f(Aax)[]H1 =/]f]l/~i, II a'f(A~x)II~ = a,t(~-l~/~a ilfll~ 
and the norms in H 1 and L v are translation invariant, it will suffice to prove our 
assertion assuming Xo = 0, a = 1, and [IfEl~ = 1. 
Let ~o ~ Co ~° have support in p(x) ~ 1, e~(0) = 1; let F(x, t) = ( f ,  ~ot)(x) 
and let us define the norm in H 1 as Ilfll*t~ ----1} Ml(x, F)ljz. 
Sincef  has vanishing integral and has support in [y I <~ i we have 
F(x, t) -- fbul<xf(y ) %(x -- y) dy = fl~l<lf(y)[%(x -- y) --  %(x)] dy, 
and since %(x -- y) = 0 for p(x --  y) >~ t we obtain 
F(x,t)  ~0 if t ~<p(x) - - l .  (2.4.1) 
Furthermore, from the mean value theorem and [3, 1.1, (i)] it follows that for 
lYl <~ landt  >~ 1, 
I ~(~ - y) - ~(~)l <~ ct-,-~, 
which implies that 
IF(x,t)l <~ CIlfl l l t-,-~ <~ CIIfllvt -'-~ = Ct-'-% fort  >/1.  (2.4.2) 
Now suppose that p(x) --  1 >~ 2. Then 
M~(x,F) = sup I F(x + y, t)l, 
o (u) ~<t 
and since F(x + y, t) = 0 for t <~ p(x + y) --  1 we may take the supremum of 
I F(x - /y ,  t)l over the region t >/p(x ~- y) -- 1, p(y) <~ t. But in this region we 
have t >~ p(x) -- p(y) -- 1 >~ p(x) --  t --  I, that is t ~> [p(x) --  I]/2, and according 
to (2.4.2) 
sup ! F(x q- y, t)] <~ Ct -~-~ <~ C{[o(x ) --  1]/2} -~-=, 
p(u) <~t 
and therefore 
;o(~)>~3 Ml(X, F) dx ~ C. 
On the other hand, according to [3, Corollary 1.8] we have 
<~ C[p/(p -- 1)] ][fk[~, 
which combined with the previous estimate give the desired result. 
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Finally, since the space of functions in Co ~ with vanishing integral contains 
the space described in (iv), Theorem 1.8, our assertion on the density of that 
space in H 1 follows. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let I be a continuous Enear functional on H 1. Then there exists a 
locally integrable function g such that 
l ( f )  = f f (x)  g(x) dx 
for every f ~ Co ~° with f (O) - O. The function g is uniquely determined up to an 
additive constant and has the property that if  m denotes its mean value on 
p(x -- Xo) <~ a then 
(i) f~(~-xo)<a exp[(q/!] l rl) I g(x) - -  m 1] dx <~ c2a ~, 
where ]l l ]1 denotes the norm of l and q ,  e 2 are positive constants depending only on 
the choice of the norm in H 1. Conversely, i f  ~ denotes a (signed) measure of finite 
total variation on bounded subsets of R ~ such that ](t~ * ~ot)(x)] ~< M for all q~ ~ Co w 
with support in r x r <~ 1 and such that 8(0) = O, (8/8x) ° (v(O) = O, ] ~ i <~ m, 
/ ~o(x)l ~< 1, then 
{ f f d~ <~ CM[[fIIH, 
for every fe  Co °~ with f(O) = O, (e /ax)o/ (o)  =- o, r P m and there exists a 
function g satisfying (i) and a polynomial P of degree less than or equal to m such 
that ix - (g + P) dx. 
Proof. Let k be a positive integer and let us consider the restriction of l to the 
space of functions f in Co ~ with support in O(x) ~ k. According to 2.4 this 
restriction is continuous with respect o the norm of L v, where p is any fixed 
exponent larger than 1. Therefore this restriction can be extended to a con- 
tinuous linear functional in L ~ and represented as 
l ( f )  = ( f (x)  g~(x) dx, 
where g~(x) is a function in L q, q == p/p  --  1. 
Evidently, gk(x) is uniquely determined up to an additive constant in p(x) ~ k 
and does not depend on the choice ofp. Therefore we have 
g (x) = gl(x) + 
almost everywhere in p(x) ~< 1, and more generally 
g,~(x) -- C~ = g,(x) -- C~ 
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almost everywhere in p(x) ~ rain(k, l). Thus if 
g(x) = g~(x) - c~,  p(x) ~< k, 
then g(x) is well defined almost everywhere and i f f  e Co °~, has vanishing integral, 
and has support in p(x) ~ k we have 
l ( f)  = f f (x)  gk(x) dx ~- f f(x)[g~(x) -- C~] dx = f f (x)  g(x) dx. 
Now let us consider a sphere p(x -- xo) ~ a. As is readily verified, the extensions 
to L ~ of the restriction of l to the space of functions in Co ~° with vanishing integral 
and support in p(x -- xo) ~ a are of the form 
f f(x)[g(x) --  b] dx, 
where b is a constant, and according to Theorem 2.4 one of these extensions has 
norm no larger than c Jl l l j[p/(p --  1)] a~t<~-l)l~l = c ]1 I II qa ~/~, where ]] l t] 
is the norm of l as a linear functional on L 1. Therefore there is a constant b such 
that 
fro I g(x) - -  b lq dxll/q ~ c ll I " qa~'/q" 
(X-Xo) <a 
Let now m denote the mean value ofg(x) on p(x --  Xo) ~ a. Then 
[ m -- b l oJa ~ <~ I fo(~-~o)<~ [g(x)- b] dx 1 
(~a~)l/~ [fo(~_~o)< I g(x) - b jq dx] l/q, 
where oJ denotes the measure of p(x) <~ 1, and 
[L -< [L 
Therefore we have 
[fo ~:/q (~-~.)~<~ I g(x) - -  m I q dxJ 
]i/q [fo <~ [f~(~_~o,<alg(x)--b, ~dx] + (~_.o,< !b--ml~dx] a/~ 
2c 11 l [1 qa'/q. 
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Now 
k it, ] Lcl exp ]~ lg(x ) - -m[  -- ~k[g(x ) - -ml  k, 
whence integrating and using the preceding inequality we obtain 
f. exp [~ l  g(x) - m f] dx ~ wa ~' + ~ (2cq)k k z a', 
(X -  Xo)<a , 1 • 
and the series on the right converges for q < 1/2ce since (k/e) 7~ < k!. Thus the 
first part of our theorem is established. 
In order to prove the second part we will first derive certain properties of 
measures/z satisfying the conditions of the theorem. We shall begin by showing 
that/z(1 ~- p(x)) -k is of finite total variation for k sufficiently large. Consider the 
integral 
f ~(x) d~(x) 
as a linear functional on the space of Co °~ functions with support in p(x) ~ 2 n and 
with vanishing moments of all orders less than or equal to m, that is, such that 
f~(x)x~dx =0,  J~l ~<m. 
As is readily seen our assumptions imply that 
I f  cfi(x)dtz(x)l ~ M supl q)(x), 2 ~. 
Now according to the Hahn-Banach theorem there is a linear functional on the 
space of all continuous functions with support in p(x) ~< 2 h with norm not larger 
than M2 h~ coinciding with the preceding one on its domain of definition. That is, 
there is a measure/z h such that 
f I dt~ I M2h~, 
and 
f ~(,)[d# - d~] = o 
for all ~p ~ Co ~ with support in p(x) ~< 2 h and vanishing moments of all orders less 
than or equal to m. But this implies that / z=/z~+Phdx in p(x)<~2 h,
where P~ is a polynomial of degree m at most. Now we have 
(x)<2 ~ (a)<l (x)<1 
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£ (~)< 1 P~ I & ~< M2 ~" + fo(~)< I & 1. (2.5.1) 
Evidently, for m given there is a constant N such that 
L(*)<~ !P(x)I ax ~ N f,(~)<l ] P(x)l dx 
for all polynomials of degree at most m. More generally, 
whence setting A,x = z we obtain 
£(.)<2, I P(z)l dz ~ N £(~)<, P(z)I dz 
and from this 
(z)~2 h (z)~l 
which combined with (2.5.1) gives 
(~)~<2~ (x)<i 
Consequently 
f2~-~<,(~)<~'~ [1 q- 0(x)] -k I d~ I 
~< (1 q- 2'~-~) -'~ fo I dp~ / 
(x)<~2 h 
(~)~2 ~ (x)<~2 l~ 
<~ (l q- 2h-1)-I~ [M2a, + MNh2'*v + Nh f,(x)<l , dtx i] 
and taking k large enough and summing over h we Obtain 
f [l + p(x)] -~ i d/z I < oo. (2.5.2) 
Next we shall prove that under our hypothesis, given a sphere p(x -- Xo) ~ a there 
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exist a polynomial P of degree at most m and an element v s H ~), 0 < p < 1 such 
that ix -- P dx .= u in O(x - -  Xo) ~ a and II v [IH~ ~< cMa~/V, where c is independent 
of x o and a. Evidently we may assume that x o = O. Furthermore, if for a distri- 
bution f we define (Taft ~o) ~- (f, ~o~) for every ~0 ~ C0% one verifies readily that 
fe  H ~ if and only if Tof~ H ~ and ]1 Taf[JH~ = HflPH,a -~'/p. 
Now consider the linear functional on the space of functions ~o in Co °~ with 
support in ] x I ~ 1 and such that ~(0) - O, (O/Ox)"c~(O) = O, [ cr [ ~ m defined by 
As is readily seen, our assumptions imply that this linear functional has norm 
less than or equal to M, and therefore there exists a measure v1 supported in 
] x ] ~< 1 and of total variation less than Or equal to M such that 
f ~Oa(X ) dix(x) = f ~O(X) dvl(x )
for every continuous 9 with support in i x ] ~ 1. Now it is not difficult o see that 
there exists a measure v2 supported in I x l  ~ 2, which coincides with v 1 in 
/ x I ~ 1 and such that 
f Jdv2] ~ cM, f x~dvz(x ) -~ O, [~ I ~ l - -  l, l > y/'ap 
and Theorem 1.8(i) asserts that vz ~ H;  and I1 v2 [IH~ ~ cM, with c depending onp. 
But then we have 
for every • ~ Co °° with support in ] x I ~< 1 and ~(0) = 0, (~/~x)" ~(0) = O, 
J~l ~<m, or 
f ~[~t, - d(T21v~)] -- o 
for every 9 in Co ~ with support in p(x) < a and ~(0) = O, (~/~x)"~(O) = O, 
I a I ~ m. But this implies that 
tz - -  T21% = P dx 
in p(x) ~ a, where P is a polynomial of degree at most m. But v~ e H~ 
and II v2 rIH~ ~ cM and therefore Tg]v2 e H ~ and El T21v~ [IH~ ~ cMa~/~, which 
proves our assertion. 
Let now cp~C0 ~ have support in 4 x I ~ 1 and be such that c~(0) ~0,  
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(a i~x)~(O)  = 0 for I e [ ~ m. Let  H(x, t) ~ ( ix ,  ~o,)(x) and let x~(t) denote the 
characteristic function of the interval (0, a). Then  
fo(._~o)~<  Sl(x, HX.)~ dx ~ cM~a ~, (2.5.3) 
where c is independent  of a and x o . To  see this let P be a polynomial  of degree at 
most m and v be an element of H ~ such that i x = v + P dx in p(x --  xo) ~ 3a 
and I1 v Iln~ <~ cM3~/~a ~/~, where c here is a constant independent of x 0 and a. 
Then  since P .  ~0, = 0 we readily see that H(x, t) = ( ix ,  ~0t)(x) = (v * ~0,)(x) for 
p(x --  xo) ~ 2a and t ~ a. Therefore we have 
S~(x, Hxo) ~< S~(~, (~ • v,)) 
for p(x --  Xo) <~ a, and consequently 
f.<.-~0-<~ sl(x, Hxo) ~ dx <~ f S~(x, (. • ~)). dx 
as we wished to show. 
Now let E~ be the set where Sl(x , HXa) ~ <~ 2cM*co -t, with c as in (2.5.3) and 
~o the measure of the set I x I ~ 1. Then  we must have 
I E~ c~ {x I O(x -- Xo) <~ a}l ~> a'oJl2. 
for otherwise we would have Sl(x, HXa) ~ > 2cM~w -1 on a subset of 
p(x --  Xo) ~ a of measure larger than a'co/2 and therefore inequal ity (2.5.3) 
would be violated. In other words, if X now denotes as usual the characteristic 
function of (0, 1), then 
f~ox[o(x - xo)la] dx >~ a'o~/2. (2.5.4) 
Now we are ready to prove the second half of our theorem. Let  f e Co ~ be such 
that f (0 )  =- 0, (~lax)" f (o)  = 0 for I a I ~ l, where l is a large integer to be 
determined later. We wish to show that 
where c is a constant depending only on m. 
We choose an even function % 9cCo% with support  in I x I ~< 1 and 
such that c~(0) ~--- 0, (8/ax) ° c~(0) = 0, I a I ~ rn, I cp(x)l ~ 1, and ~(At*x) does 
not vanish identical ly as a function of t for x =/= 0. Then  according to [3, Lemma 
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4.1] there exists a function ~ c 5 p such that ~ is in Co% vanishes near the origin, 
and 
f] ~(A,*x) ¢p(At*x)(dt/t) = 1, x ~ O. 
Now this implies that 
f l/b (*?t * % * f)(x)(dt/t) (2.5.5) 
converges pointwise to f(x) as b --~ Go. 
Furthermore, if 1 above is sufficiently large then the integral in (2.5.5) is 
majorized by c[1 + p(x)] -1~, where k is as in (2.5.2). Assuming this for the 
moment, it follows that 
P b 
J f+  -- ~L~ JJ,/b (~Tt * % * f)(x)(dt/t)dt~(x ). 
Now setting H(x, t) = (l~.~vt)(x), F(x, t) - (f.~t)(x), since 9 is an even function 
we have  
I[ lIb (~t * q~t * f)(x) dl~(X ) = IIVbF(x, t) H(x, t)(dtlt) dx JJb ~Jb 
and therefore 
Let 
Then we have 
a(x) ~- sup{alSo(x, HX~ ) ~ (2c~o-OV~'M }.
f Sa(x, F) dx > (2coo-a)-a/~9 M -~ f S,(x, F) Sa(x, HX.(.)) dx 
f f  IF(y, t) H(y, t)] (2c~-1)-1/~ M-1 
But a(x) >/ t if S~(x, HXa ) <~ (2cco-1)~/~M, and this implies that for each t, 
x[t/a(x)] = 1 on the set Et,  where the preceding inequality is satisfied. But there 
according to (2.5.4) we have 
f (p(x-y)) ( t ) f~ ( ( t ) X t X ~-~ t-~clx ~ X p(x - -y )  )X t-~dx ~2- - ,  
t - t 
6o7/z4/2-3 
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and therefore substituting above we obtain 
f S~(~,F)& >i ~M-~fkF(y, t)H(y, t)l dy(at/t), 
and therefore 
f f+ l  <~ cM f S~(x,F)dx <<. cMUIl., 
for all f, fE  Co%f(o  ) = O, (~/Ox)°f(o) -= O, l a ] <~ l. 
This means that the integral cfdt~ represents a continuous linear functional 
on H 1 in the space of functions f we have just described. But according to the 
first part of our theorem this linear functional can also be represented as 
fjedx, 
with g satisfying condition (i) in our theorem. Therefore we have 
P 
J f [dl~ -- g dx] = 0 
for a l l f~ Co ® withf(O) -~ 0 and (6 /ax f f (o )  = 0 for l a [ ~ 1, and this implies 
that/z .--g(x) is a polynomial P of degree at most I. Now let us show that P is 
actually of degree not larger than m. For this purpose we set P ~ P1 + Q, 
where Q is the sum of all terms in P of degree larger than m and we let ~(x) ~ Co ~ 
be such that 8 (0 ) - -0  and (~/~x)~(O)  =0,  I cri ~m,  and ~(x) =0 for 
l x I ) 1. Then we have 
f ~(x) P~(x) d. = o 
and therefore 
Now according to our assumptions 
is a bounded function of t, and since 51 ~vt ]1~,1 = II ~o ]]~1 the last integral above which 
represents a linear functional of qo~ is bounded in H a, is also a bounded function 
of t, Thus we have that 
f ~(x) Q(x) & = f ~(x) Q(A~x) & 
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is also a bounded function of t. Now let us set t = 2 k and consider the representa- 
tion of the group A2~ in the space of polynomials R which are linear combinations 
with complex coefficients of monomials of degree between m + 1 and l defined 
by 
A2~: R(x) -+ R(A2~x ).
Consider the linear span M of Q(A2~x), --  ov < k < oo. Then if Q @ 0, M @ 0 
and M is invariant under the action of-d2~ and since it is a space over the complex 
numbers it decomposes into an invariant subspace N where the action of Ae-~ 
coincides with a multiple of M of the identity plus a nilpotent linear transforma- 
tion B, and, if M 4= N a complementary invariant subspace N'.  If Q == Q~ + Q2, 
Qa ~ N, Qz E N '  then Q1 4 = 0, for otherwise we would have Q ~ N '  and therefore 
M = N'.  Let Q[O) = Q1, Q[~) be the image of Qt under B~ and h the largest index 
for which Q[n) ~ O. Then if k ~> h 
J=0 
Now if x o is such that Q~h)(x) @ 0 then 
QI(2~2-,~XO) ~-- ~k--h (~) Q(lh)(XO) 
as k --> m. But since I A2-kXo ] ~ 2 -k~ I x0 I we see that Ql(A~-kXo) -+ 0 as k --~ 0% 
and therefore the preceding asymptotic equality implies i A ] < 1. 
Now the action of Au = A~-I~ on N 1 coincides with that of A-1I q-/~, where A is 
the same as above and/~ is another nilpotent linear transformation. Let ~o) = 
Q1, Q~J) be the image of Qa under/~J and let h be the largest index for which 
Qx ~h) =~ 0. Then if k ~ h we have 
j=0 
and if now we choose ~v to be orthogonal to N '  but not to Q(h)(x) we obtain 
f 9(A2   ) ax = f Q (A2, x) ax 
as k -+ oo. But the last integral does not vanish and I A I < 1, so that the left- 
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hand side above tends to infinity as k--> + oo, which contradicts our earlier 
conclusion that this integral is bounded. Thus Q must vanish and the degree of 
P is less than or equal to m, and therefore if f6  c0%f(0  ) = 0, (8iSx)°f(o) ~ O, 
l~ l  ~m,  wehave 
and 
f f (x )  p(~) a~ = o 
= I f f (x )g (x )dx  I<~ cMllfl!~. 
Thus there only remains to show that (2.5.5) is majorized by c(1 + O(x)) -k. 
Setting ~ = ~/* 9 we have 
<f ,s 
. L  c. f I J(.) I ' .  
Since f has a zero of order 1 + 1 at the origin and is in 6 P, the derivatives o f f  
inside the last integral are majorized by e lY  i~-t°l(1 + ]Y I) -z-~-~, and since 
e Co ~ and vanishes near the origin, the derivatives involving ~ are majorized by 
a constant and vanish if l Y I ~ qt-% if t ~ 1, and are majorized by ctl~l~ and 
vanish if I Y I >/c#-% if t /> 1. This makes it clear that if I is large enough then 
f ;  I x~ l l(~t*f)(x)l (dt/t) < e 
for J o I ~ kio~ + 1, and therefore 
[1 + e(x) ~] l(~,*f)(x)l (dt, t) < c, 
whence the desired conclusion follows. This completes the proof of our theorem. 
Remark. Since condition (i) in our theorem implies that 
f~ I g(x) -- m I dx ~ ca" 
(x--Xo)~<~ 
it follows readily that the measure i x ~ g(x) dx satisfies the assumptions of the 
second half of the theorem. Thus the dual of H ~ can be identified with the class 
of functions g satisfying (i) reduced modulo constants. 
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The proof of the preceding theorem also yields the following result. Le t f  be a 
tempered istribution, m a positive integer, and 0 < p ~ oo and suppose that for 
each x o ~ R" and a > 0 there is a g in H ~ such that I] g IIn~ ~ ca~/~ and g andf  
coincide when evaluated on testing functions ~(0)~ 0, (~/Ox)*~o(O)= O, 
[ a [ ~< m. Then there exists a polynomial P such that f 4- P is a function satis- 
fying (i). We leave this for the reader to verify. 
3. INTERPOLATION BETWEEN THE SPACES HP AND /~P 
In this section we shall discuss interpolation between the spaces H ~ and 
/t~. We begin with the complex method. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let f ( z )  be a function of the complex variable z = u + iv with 
values in the space of tempered istributions, and defined in 0 <~ ~(z)  ~ 1, where 
~(z)  denotes the real part of z. Let 9 ~ 5: be such that ~o(0) 4: O, and suppose that 
F(x, t, z )= ( f ( z ) *  %)(x) is uniformly continuous and bounded for z in 
0 <~ ~(z)  <~ 1 and (x, t) in any given compact subset of {(x, t)l t > 0}, and 
analytic in z for 0 < N(z) < 1; then: 
(i) I l l ( z )c  Hm, and Hf(z)J]n~j ~< l for .~(z) - - j  - -O, 1 0 < p: <~ co, 
thenf (u )~H ~ and IIf(u)fr,, ~< 1 for 0 <~ u <~ l, with 1/p = [(1 -- u)/po ] + 
(u/ pa) , provided that the norms are defined as in 1.l with the same ~o and a. 
(ii) I f f ( z )  E trI~J and 11 f(z)llzCJ <~ 1 for ~(z )  = j = O, 1, 0 < p: < 1, 
thenf(u) ElZP ' and [If(u)[19, ~< l for 0 < u < 1, with 1/p = [(1 --  u)/po] 4- 
(u/ pl) provided that the norms are defined as in 1.3 with the same ~o. 
(iii) I f  our assumptions on ( f (z )  . %)(x) hod for every ~o ~ 5: and if for 
~(z )  = O, f ( z )  coincides with a function g(x, z) such that 
I g(x, *) - m(z)l dx ~< a" 
(x-xo)<~a 
for all a and Xo , where re(z) denotes the mean value g(x, z) on p(x -- Xo) <~ a, and 
for ~(z)  = I, f ( z )e  H ~1 , 0 < Pl < co, and ][f(z)[IH~ <~ 1, then f (u )~ H~, 
l iP  = u/pl for  0 < u < 1, and rlf(u)pJH~ <~ c where c depends on p, Pl , and the 
choice of norms in H p and Hm. 
Proof. Let0  <e < 1, a>0,  andset  
2VI~(x, z) = sup{rF(x +y ,  t, z)r; p(y) <~ at, E <~ t <~ l/e). 
Then, on account of our assumptions, for I x I ~< (I/e) 2~l~(x, z) is a uniform limit 
of logarithmically subharmonic functions of z and therefore it is a logarithmi- 
cally subharmonic function of z, and uniformly continuous and bounded in 
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{x, z ) fo r lx  [ ~ 1/eand0 ~ ~(z)  ~ 1. Le tnow0 < r <p~, j  = 0, 1. Then the 
same holds for Me(x, z) r. I f  g(x) is continuous and positive and we set 
l(z) = [1 --  ~(z)][1 --  (r/po) ] -7 ~(z)[ l  - -  (r/p1) ]
then g(x) *l~) is a logarithmically subharmonic function of z and is uniformly 
continuous and bounded in (x, z) for I x ] ~ 1/e and 0 ~ ~(z)  ~ 1. Conse- 
quently the integral 
I(z) = fl~[.<l/ g(x)~l~)M~(x, z)~ dx, 
being a uniform limit of its Riemann sums, is continuous, bounded, and logarith- 
mically subharmonic in 0 ~< ~(z)  ~ 1. Setting ~(z)  : 0, 1, using H61der's 
inequality, and observing that M~(x, z)<~ M~(x,F), where Ma(x,F) is the 
maximal function associated with F(x, t, z) as in [3, (2.1)], we obtain 
I(z) <~ [[ MJ(x, z)l[~/~ fl~l<.~/ g(x) ax 
fl g(x) dx ~ fl g(x) dx; ~(z)  ~ O, 1 
and therefore, since l(u) = 1 -- (r/p), we obtain 
I(u) = fl~l<.l/ g(x)l-~/~ MJ(x, u) dx < fl~l<l/ g(x ) dx, 
which holds for all positive g and therefore implies that 
flxl<~l/~ IVI¢P(x' u) dx <~ 1. 
Now as E --* O, M~(x, u) increases and tends to ]Vie(x , F), z = u. Thus 
M~(x,F)V dx <~ 1, llf(u) ql~ 
which is the desired result. 
Next let us consider (ii). Let now 
and 
fl f~/~ dtdx I(z) = IF(x, t, z)l t -~*{~) 
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then it follows, as above, that I(z) is a logarithmically subharmonic bounded 
function of z, and thus, since for ~(z)  ~ j = 0, 1 
I(z) <~ fro ~ r F(x, t, z)[ 
at 
, IV[(1/~),) 1] t dx = ]lf(z)[J~,j ~< 1 
we find that I(u) ~< .1, and letting e tend to zero the desired result follows. 
The proof of (iii) is more involved. Let ¢ ~ -90 have support in [ x [ ~< 1 and 
vanishing integral. Let F(x, t, z) = (f(z),¢~)(x) and consider the function 
= ffo°l F(, + y,,, 
dtd ,  S~,~(x, t-~ ~- ',y a>b>/O.  
Then for b > 0, this function is logarithmically subharmonic in z and bounded 
and continuous in 0 ~< ~(z)  ~ 1 for each x. Therefore from the Poisson 
integral representation formula for the strip 0 ~ ~(z)  ~< 1 (see [2, (9.4)]) we 
obtain 
log S~,b(x, u) <~ log S~,b(x, iv) iXo(V) dv 4- log S~,o(x , 1 4- iv) txa(v) dv, 
where/x0(v ) and/x~(v) are positive functions such that 
~,ZO(V ) dv  = 1 - -  U, jill(7.) ) dv  = /~/, 
--co --co 
and r is a positive number less than 1 and Pl • Thus replacing b with 0 in the 
preceding inequality, taking exponentials and using Jensen's inequality we 
obtain 
S:,o(X, u) <~ [f~_ S"'°(x' iv)'l-~'~ 1---utZ°(v) dv] [f~_ S~,o(X, 1 4- iv) u~ ~(u v---) dv]. 
Now denoting S~, o simply by S~ and integrating over a sphere {y ] p(x -- y) <~ a}, 
whose measure is wa ~, and using HSlder's inequality 
--fo [f~ fo ] l - -u  so~(y, .) ,iy <~ .o(~) 1 sz(y, i~) ~y dv 
As we shall see, the first integral on the right above is majorized by a constant 
independent of a and x. According to Theorem 2.5 our function g(x, z) also 
satisfies 
fo(~-u)<-a [ g(Y' iv) -- m(iv)[ 2 dy <~ ca "v, 
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where c is a constant independent of x and a. Thus if ~(y, iv) = g(y, iv) if 
p(y -- x) ~ 3a, and ~(y, iv) = 0 otherwise, and if re(iv) denotes the mean 
value ofg(y, iv) on the sphere p(y -- x) ~ 3a then we have 
F(y, t, iv) -- {[ ~(-, iv) -- re(iv)] • 4't}(Y) 
for p(y -- x) ~ 2a and t ~ a, and therefore 
~o((+-+)<~,+ S~(y, iv) 2 dy ~ c f [g(y, iv) -- m(iv)] ~ dy ~ ca ?. 
o(+-+)<++ 
From this follows that 
1 1 r 1~ 
~ fo(,+_+)<a SJ(y, iv) dy ~ [-~-~a+, f.6+_+)<,+ Sa(y, iv)2dyJ ~ c. 
Consequently setting Soo(x, y) = S(x, z) 
fp 1 ;p f++ S,.(y, 1 ._l_iv)kit(v)dvdy] +wa? (+_+~)<,~ S++(y, u) dy ~ c [~a~ (+_+)~<  -o  ~ " 
Let now 
(3.1.1) 
co 
M(x) = sup ~ ( [ St(y, 1 + iv) ~l(v) dv dy. 
a oga  ao(~_u)<~ a .~-~o u 
Then sincepl > r, according to [3, (1.8)] we have 
s l(x, 1 + iv) .l(v). dv 
But according to our hypothesis and [3, (6.6)] we have 
f s~l(x, 1 + iv) dx ~ c, 
where c depends only on Pl and ~ and therefore, substituting above we find that 
f M(x) ~1/~ +Ix <~ c. (3.1.2) 
Consider now the function S~(~)(x, u), where a(x), 0 <~ a(x) <~ o~ is the largest 
value of a for which 
S~(x, u) ~ cllr2[(vu+l)l¢]M(x) ul"
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and c is the same as (3.1.1). Then clearly 
S.(~)(x, u) <~ d/'2[(~'+l)/~]M(x) ~/~ 
and we have, as we shall see, 
r{y/a(y) >~ a} n {y/o(x --y) <~ a}l > ½ ~oa'. 
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(3.1.3) 
(3.1.4) 
In fact, if we denote by E the complement of this set relative to {y/p(x -- y) ~ a}, 
then we have a(y) < a on this set, and consequently, according to the definition 
of a(y), (3.1.3) becomes 
Sa(u)(y , u) = cl/r2[(vu+a)/r]M(y)~/~" 
fory  ~ E. Thus integrating over E, from (3.1.1) we obtain 
l feM(y)"dY =c-12-'~-l l feSU ,~(y)ky, u) dy 
1 
<~ cq2-~'-~ °a-~ fo(,-~)<, S~(y, u) r dy 
But according to the definition of M(x), for any 2 with p(g -- x) ~ a we have 
1 Sr(y, 1 4-iv) tq(v) dv dy 
c~ (x-v)<a 0o U 
2~ ( f~ iv) I~(V)u ~ .~o(x-~)<2, -~ S"(y, 1 -+- -- dv dy <~ 2~M(2), 
which combined with the preceding inequalities gives 
(1/wa~) (M(y)  u dy ~ ½ inf M(y)  ~, 
Je o(x-y)<a 
which implies that J E [ ~ ½ ~oa~ and that (3.1.4) holds, unless 
inf M(y) = O. 
o(x--y)<a 
But as is readily seen, M(x) is a lower semicontinuous function, and conse- 
quently, if this infimum vanishes, then M(x) vanishes at a point. But then, since 
S(y, 1 -Jr iv) is a lower semicontinuous function of y and v, the vanishing of 
M(x) at a point would imply the identical vanishing of S(y, 1 -}- iv) and thus 
also the identical vanishing ofF(x, t, iv), F(x, t, z), and f(z), and in this case, of 
course, there is nothing to prove. Consequently (3.1.4) holds. 
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Now let us assume, as we may, that ¢ has the property that ¢(At * x) does not 
vanish identically as a function of t for x if= 0, and that 5b(x) = ¢(--x). Then 
according to [3, (4.1)] there exists ~/with ~ e Co ~ and ~(x) vanishing near the 
origin such that ~/(x) = ~/(--x) and 
f t/~ ~(At*x) ~(At*x)(dt/t) - 1 
on any given compact subset of R ~-  (0), for e sufficiently small. Thus if 
go a 5 p is such that ~(x) vanishes near the origin and has compact support, then 
we will have 
¢p(x) : (~Tt * et * go)(x)(dt/t) 
for e sufficiently small. Thus if ( f (u),  go) denotes the distribution f(u) evaluated 
on the testing function go we will have 
(f(u), q~) = fc 1/~ f ( f  * ¢,)(x)(go * ~Tt)(x) dx(dt/t) 
as is readily verified, so if we set H(x, t) = (go * ,h)(x), then 
dt I 
(3.1.5) 
o~ dxat  
fo f  t t, .)r t rex, t)l i t i 
Now suppose that p > 1, and let q = pip --  1. Then according to [3, (1.8), 
(6.6)], (3.1.2) and (3.1.3), since Pl = pu 
£ IIgo Hq )C  []go Hq [ f  M(x)~ou/r] lip ) f S1($, H) Sa(~j)($ , u)d,~ 
and integrating first with respect o x and observing that according to (3.1.4) 
we have 
f X[p(x --y)/t] x[t/a(x)] dx > lwt', 
we find that the last integral above majorizes 
½ Jo~°~ f IF(y, t, u)[ I H(y,  t)I dy(dt/t), 
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which combined with (3.1.5) gives 
r(f (u), 9)1 ~ c [[ ep I1~. 
Now this holds for all 9 such that ~ c Co ~° and c~ = 0 near the origin, and this 
implies that there exists a function h ~L ~ such that f (u)  - - f t  is a distribution 
supported at the origin, or equivalently, such that f(u) -- h is a polynomial P. 
Now, as we shall show below, this polynomial vanishes and thus (iii) will be 
established in the case p > 1. 
To see that P ~ 0 we let now ~o ~ Co% ~o ~ 0 be supported in J x ] ~ 1 and 
have integral equal to 1. Consider the function [f(z)  • ?](x). According to our 
assumptions, for each x, I f ( z ) ,  50](x) is bounded and continuous in 0 
~(z)  ~ 1. Furthermore for ~(z)  = 1 this function is uniformly bounded as a 
function of x. For ~(z)  = 0 we have 
f(iv) = g(x, iv) 
and setting 
ink(iv) = ( g(x, iv) dx, k = 1, 2,... 
% (x )~2 zc 
according to our assumptions we will have 
2 7~" ]m~+l(iv) - -  mk(iv)J 
fo I g(x' iv) -- mk+1(iv)I dx + I g(:c, iv) - m (iv)i ,Tx 
(~)~<2 zc (x).<2 z~ 
2 <it+l)'/ @ 2 k', 
whence it follows that 
I mlc+l(iv) -- mk(iv)l ~ 2" + 1 
and 
[ m~(iv)[ ~ I ml(iv)r + (k -- 1)(2" + 1). 
From this we deduce that 
f [[f( iv),  q~](x)] dx (x)~2 re 1 
fo f l g(x -- y, iv) -- m,c(iv)] q~(y) dy dx + ] mk(iv)i 2':" 
~< 2z~'[l ml(iv)[ + k(2" ÷ 1)]. (3.1.6) 
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Since, on the other band If(1 + iv) , 9](x) is uniformly bounded and therefore 
f I[.f(l + iv) • 9](x)[ dx <~ c2 k~, (3.1.7) 
o(x)<~2re--i 
where c is independent of k and v, and since ] ml(iv)l is bounded, applying the 
three line theorem to (3.1.6) and (3.1.7) we obtain 
fo I[f(u) * 9](x)] dx ~ c2;~(1 + k) ~. 
(x)<21~--i 
Now h ~L ~ and therefore we also have 
f I(h • ~o)(x)/dx <~ c2~, 
(~)_<2 ~ 1 
and thus, for our polynomial P 
f I(P * v)(x)l dx ~ c2~(1 + k)~ 
or  
f ] (P ,  ~o)(x)] dx < c2k,(1 + k) ~'. 
(x)~<2 7e
But, since ~0 ~ 0, P • 9 is a polynomial Q of the same degree as P and changing 
variables and substituting above we obtain 
f[~f<l I Q(A~x)l dx <~ c(1 + k) ~. 
Now, for polynomials R of degree not larger than r the following inequality 
holds: 
sup R(x) <~ c~ f ] R(x)l dx. 
Consequently from [3, (1.1), 2] we obtain 
sup I Q(x)l ~< sup ] Q(A~,x)] ~ cc~(1 + k) ~ 
and this is clearly impossible unless Q is a constant. Thus P is a constant. To 
show that this constant is zero let us consider the function (f(z)* ~0t)(0 ). Since 
~ot has support in p(x) ~ t, if t = 2 ~ we have 
I(f(iv) * q~t)(0)l = f g(-y, iv) w,(y) dy 
<~ ~ ] g(--y, iv) -- mk(iv)[ ] ~,(Y)I dy + I m~(iv)l (3.1.8) 
% (y)<~2 k 
<~ c + c(1 + k). 
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On the other hand, on account of [3, (2.6)] we also have 
!(f(1 -4- i v ) .  ~0,)(0)[ ~ ct -~/pl ---- c2 -k~/~ 
and using the three line theorem, this and (3.1.8) yield 
](f(u) * %)(0)1 ~ c(1 + k) 1-~ 2-~k~/~'1 
and consequently ( f (u )  * 9,)(0) --> 0 as t ~ 2 k ~ oo. Now since, as we have 
shown, P ~ c we have 
[ ( f (u )  - h) • ~] (0 )  : c 
and since h ~L  ~, 1 < p < c~, (h * 9t)(0) --~ 0 as t --~ ~ and we conclude that 
c ~ 0 as we wished to show. 
In order to prove our assertion in the case p < 1 we observe first that in the 
preceding case we also have ]]f(u + iv)H ~ ~ c for all v. Suppose then thatp  ~ 1. 
Let  r > 1 and consider the function 
fa(z) =: f{1 - -  (1 - -  z)[1 - -  (pair)I}. 
Then f~(iv) ----f{(px/r) + iv[1 -- (p~/r)]} and, as we pointed out above, 
HA(iv)lj~ ~< c. 
Furthermore f 1(1 ~- iv) = f{1 + iv[1 --  (pa/r)]} and consequently 
ilf~(1 + iv)l].~ <~ l, 
and from (3.1.1), setting I + (ut - -  1)[1 - -  (px/r)] ~- u or 
1/p = u/pl = [ (1  - -  ua)/r ] + (u,/px), 
we obtain f (u )=f l (U l )~H ~ and ]rf(u)NH, ~ c as we wished to show. This  
completes the proof  of our theorem. 
To  complete the discussion of the complex interpolation between the spaces 
/~P we make use of the fol lowing observation. 
LEMMA 3.2. For q: in 50 such that supp c~ is a compact set disjoint from the 
origin and ~v(At*x) ~ 0 as a function of t .for x ~ O, and a complex number z, let 
~(x) = ¢(x)p*(x)  ~. Let 0 < p, q < 1 be such that 1/q = ( l /p )  - -  [##(z)/M]. 
Then the mapping P defined by 
(Pf)^(x)  = f (x) p * (x)-" 
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for f ~ 5 P with supp f disjoint from the origin extends to a norm preserving iso- 
morphism of tq~ and 171 qprovided the norm in Hv is given by 
I j0 j Jfl,a~ = t "[a/~)-q [[f * cpt](x)l dx(dt/t) 
and the norm in IYI ~ by a similar expression with p replaced by q and q~ by ~b. 
Proof. For f as above let ~(x) = (/~f)^(x) = f (x )p*(x)  -~. Then ifF(x, t) = 
( f *  <p,)(x) and G(x, t) = ( g • ~t)(x) by taking Fourier transforms it is readily 
seen that G(x, t) = t~F(x, t), whence it follows that 
f [  f t.,*,o . , c(., t )d.  - f [  f . , t)l d. d,t 
: ; r t)l dx d, 
4 3 t 
and in view of Theorem 1.4 and 1.8 our conclusion follows. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let g ~ H ' ,  0 < p <% and let O < p~ < p. Then given e > 0 
there exist a finite number of functions f j ,  which can be taken either in Co ~ or so 
that f j  ~ Co ~ and ~ vanishes near the origin, and real numbers aj that if  z is a 
complex variable and 
f ( z )  = ~ e"'*f,, 
then Ik f(1) - g Iln~ < e andl] f(z)l[m ~ rc II g []H~for 1/pa >~ 1/r = ~(z ) /p  > O, 
where c depends only on p, Pl , and the choice of the function in the definition of the 
norms of the H r . 
Proof. On account of 1.8(v) we may assume that ~ E Co ® and that ~(x) = 0 
near the origin. We choose functions ~b, ~, with the properties: ~ belongs to Co ~ 
and vanishes near the origin; '7 c C0% has support in O(x) <~ ½, and ~(x) has a 
zero at the origin of order larger than Y/Pl ,  and finally 
~o ~ ~(A~*x) ~(&**)(dt/t) = 1, ~ # O. 
Let 
Evidently 
Furthermore ~ = 1 near the origin so that ~ ~ C0% and 
(3.3.1) 
~(x) = fl ~ ~(A~*x) "~(At*x)(dt/t). 
is infinitely differentiable in x ~: 0 and has compact support. 
~(x) -- (~ .  v3(x)(ds/s), 
this integral being absolutely convergent. 
(3.3.2) 
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Consider the functions 
F(x, t) = (g  • ¢,)(~), H(~, t) = (g  • ~,)(.), 
re(x) =- Ml(x, F) + 3/I~(x, H) if- S~(x, F). 
According to [3, 4.6 and 6.6], we have 
II m(x)[l~ ~ c II g IlH~O • 
Let (9 k = {x I re(x) > 21'} and let pk(x) denote the distance of x to the comple- 
ment of (97~, and define 
Fz(x, t) = F(x, t), if pT~+l(x) <~ t < pk(x), 
= O, otherwise. 
Then, evidently, F = ~.~FT~, IF~(x, t)l ~ 21~+1. Furthermore, since ~ and ¢ 
have compact support and vanish near the origin, F(x, t) vanishes identically 
in x for t sufficiently large or sufficiently small, and is analytic in x for each t. 
On the other hand, since ~ has compact support and ~ vanishes near the origin, 
H(x, t) vanishes identically in x for t sufficiently large. Thus Ml(x , H) and 
S2(x ,F) are continuous, bounded, and strictly positive and re(x) is bounded and 
tends to zero as p(x) --~ ~,  and this implies that the sets Ok are bounded, that 
pk(x)--+ ~ as k ~ - -~ ,  uniformly on compact sets, and that given a compact 
subset of {(x, t)l t ~ O} only a finite number of the functions F~(x, t) do not 
vanish identically on that set. 
Let 
fj(x) = fo ~ f Fj(x -- y, t) ~h(Y) dy(dt/t). 
Since Fj(x, t) vanishes identically in x for t sufficiently small or sufficiently large, 
then the integral with respect o t above can be taken over a compact subinterval 
of (0, ~),  and by differentiation under the integral sign we conclude that f~ is 
infinitely differentiable. Since Vt(Y) vanishes ifp(y) ~ t/2, ifx ~ (9~. and ~Tt(Y) :/= 0 
we have pj(x) = 0 and p(y) < t/2, and therefore pj(x - -y)  ~ p~(y) < t/2 < t 
and F~(x- -y ,  t )=  O. Therefore f~(x)= 0 outside (9 5 . Since only a finite 
number of the F~(x, t) do not vanish identically on a given compact subset of 
{(x, t)[ t ~ 0}, and they all vanish if t is sufficiently large, and since ~7(x) has 
compact support, it follows that only a finite number of the fj do not vanish 
identically on a given subset of R ~. Furthermore, on account of (3.3.1) we have 
fo f fo f ,  -= F(x -- y, t) Vt(Y) dy = (g * et * ~Tt) T --= g" - co  
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Now we wish to estimate [1 f3" ]]~ and I1 f3" IIH ~ , assuming Pl ~ 1. Let us set 
g~ = Y._~f~ and -Pk = 2k-~oFa . Then clearly 
;o f gj(x) = ff ~(x -- y, t) "qt(Y) dy(dt/t) 
and Fj(x, t) = F(x, t) if t ~> pj+l(X) and Fa(x, t) = 0 otherwise. Now if t >~ 
2pj+l(x ) and p(y) <~ t/2 we have p~+l(x -- y) <~ pj+,(x) -t- p(y) <~ t, and since 
~)t(Y) = 0 for p(y) >~ t/2 we have 
-7- f2 <oj+,(.) dt dt f F(x -- y, t) ~Tt(Y) dy -7- f r ,(x - y, , ) , , (y )  dy = 
fo ~ dt = (g * ~t * ~d(x) T 
and on account of (3.3.2) this last expression coincides with H(x, 2p~+l(x)), and 
if ~ denotes a point in the complement of (~J+l such that pj+l(x) = p(x -- ~) we 
have 
I H(x, 2pj+l(x)l ~ Ml(g, H) ~< 2 ~+~, 
which combined with the preceding results, gives 
f~ fPj(x--y,t)v,(y)dy~[ ~<2 j+l. (3.3.3) 
2oj+x(ce) 
On the other hand if t <~ pj+l(X)/2 and p(y) <~ t/2, then p~+x(x -- y) >~ pj+l(x) -- 
p(y) ~ 2t -- t/2 > t and therefore _P~(x -- y, t) ~Tt(Y) = 0 for t < pj+~(x)/2. 
Thus form this and (3.3.3) we obtain 
[ gj(x)] "~ OJ+ l(gg)/2 
But ]F j I~  2 5+* and therefore the last integral is majorized by 2~+1(log 
4) f I ~(Y)I dy. 
Thus we have 
I gj(x)l ~< [1 -~ (log 4) f [  ~(y)[ dy] 2 j+l 
and 
[fj(x)[ ~ [gj(x)[ + [ gj_x(x)l ~ 2J3 [1 + (log4) f [~(y)  dy]. (3.3.4) 
Next let us estimate iLfJ HH ~1 • First we observe that, since ~ has a zero of order 
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l, 1 > 7/Pl at the origin and ~ has compact support and vanishes near the origin, 
f<+, +.><x>: 0 + '<s +;'  • dx < Cs-~(t/s)" (1 + t/O -~'', (3.3.5) 
where l > A > V/Pl and M > l + y/2. The proof of this inequality is identical 
to that of [3, Lemma 4.2] and will be omitted here. Thus, from 
for (fj * ¢~)(x + w) -~ F~(x -- y, t)07~ * ¢,)(y + w) dy(dt/t) 
we obtain 
',(f,*¢+)(x +w)[ ~ f: [f ]F,(x--y,t)l'(l + 9(:--~-) -'a dy] I/' 
"[f ~<+, ~,>(. + +: 0 + '(:> )"': + • - - a y j T .  
But, as is readily seen, if p(w) < s/2, then 
p(y) ~(1 o(y) V 1 (1 + @-) (1  +P(Y¢  w))-' < (1 +-- - i - - / \~+~]  
.<,.,+.Is> ( .) 
t s+p(y)  <2 1 +T '  
and consequently from the preceding inequality and (3.3.5) it follows that if 
p(w) <~ s/2 then 
,~:,..+.><. ++~ ~ ~ f: If +~,<--~,,: (, + 0~:-~_> )-",-. +1'. 
dt 
× [(s/t)-.:. (t/s), (~ + t/s)-~ (1 + s/t).] 5- 
and 
I(L * ¢+)(x + w)l' 
< c[ f  ,F/x--y,t),'(' +P(~Yt))-'at-v(t/s)'+?/'(l +t/s)-M(I +s/t)ady~] 
[fo + <,.>,+.. <,+ ,.>-.. + .,>, ~. x 
Since A < l and M > I + 7/2 the last integral is convergent and is independent 
of s. Now integrating this inequality with respect o w in p(w) <~ s/2, multi- 
plying by s-, and integrating with respect to ds/s we obtain 
s.2(x,L  * ¢3 ~< ca~(x, F~) 
6o7124/2-4 
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and from [3, 6.9 and 3.5] we conclude that 
IIf ; [In~ <~ C II Ga(x, Fj)II~ <~ c [I S~/~(x, Fj)ll~ , (3.3.6) 
where the constant here depends only on p~ and the choice of the functions ~b, 
7, and the function ~o in the definition of the norm of H ~1. 
To estimate II &/~(x, F~)[I~ we observe that if x 6 (~ then Sx/~(x, F~) ~- O. 
On the other hand, if x ~ (0~. and £ is a point in the complement of (9~+~ nearest o 
x (x = 2 if x q! ~'+1), p(X  - -  y) ~.~ t/2 and F~(y, t) 5/= O, so that p~+l(y) ~ t <2 
P~(Y), then we have p(y - -  ~) ~ p(y --  x) - /p (x  --  X) = p(x --  y) + p~+~(x) 
2p(x --  y) + p~+~(y) ~ 2t so that, since £ 6 (9~+1, 
and 
Thus 
S~/2(x, F~) 2 = 1 2~ I F j(y,  t)l z t-~ & dt 
09 (~-v)<tl2 t 
<~ 1 2~ ]Fj(y, 012 t-~ dy -i- ~- 4~'8~(~' FJ)2' 
co (~-v)<2t 
St/2(x, F~) <~ 2 v S2(~, F~) ~< 2 ~ m(£) ~< 2 ~+12 ~. 
11 &/~(x, Fs)[l~ ~ 2 ~+11 (gj I1/r~ 2 ~, 
which, combined with (3.3.6) and (3.3.4) gives 
I!fJ/IH~I ~ c l 0a ]1/~ 2J, 
I f~l <~ c2J, 
(3.3.7) 
where c depends only on the choice of the functions ~b, 7, the function 9 defining 
the norm is Hm, and Pl -  
Let now N, M,  N > M,  be integers and consider the function 
N 
f ( z )  = ~fj-2 j(~-l) ]l m(x)ll~ -~. (3.3.8) 
M 
I f  z = u + iv with 1/Pl = u/p we have (because we assumed Pl ~ 1, and on 
account of (3.3.7)) 
- Pl 
I1 m (l~ -~ [[ f (u + ,v)l[n~ ~ 
N N 
Pl 0j(U--1)~I C 2 ~J 2JU~°I 
M M 
N 
~< c2~(2~ --  1 ) -1~ I (gj - -  d)j+l 1 2 j~ + c(2" --  1)-~I O~+112 (~+1)~ 
M 
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and since re(x) > 2 j in (gj - -  (gj+ 1 the last expression is majorized by 
c f re(x) p dx -}- c ] (~N+I ] 2(N+I)P, 
aO M--(~N+I 
and thus 
,'~-~1 " "lPz fo re(x) 'p dx ~- c ] (gN+ a [2 (N+I)p (3.3.9) II m iI  !lf(u + w)l,~.~ <~ c 
M--(~N+I 
Let  now 1 < r % o% and let us estimate l]f(u @ iv)lit, where 1/r : u/p. Let  
h(x) ~ O, then 
i[m![('/'>' f (f(u -P iv)I h(x)dx ~ ~ f [f,(x)[ 2'('-')h(x)dx 
M 
and if XJ denotes the characteristic function of (9:, since [fi(x)] ~< c2: and f~- 
vanishes outside the set (gj, we have 
kr 
c2" (2" -  1) - '  f ~ (X, - X,+,)2"*h(x)dx 
M 
+ c(2 ~ - 1)-1 f x~-+,2(N+l)~a(x) dx, 
and since re(x) > 2 j on the support  of XJ the last expression is majorized by 
c2~(2 ~ - -  1) -~ f [(XM - -  X~¢+*) m(x) ~' + XN+a 2(N+l)u] h(x) ,ix 
~< c2U(2 ~ - -  1) -1 [](XM - -  XN+I) m -k XN+12 N+I 1[~ ]l h l i t / r -1,  
and consequently 
]lm H~ -1 i lf(u + iv)]], ~ c2U(2 ~ - -  1) -a [[(XN - -  XM--1) m + XN+12 y+a [l~ 
which combined with (3.3.9) gives (see [3, (1.7)]) 
[u--1 U I1 m ,1~, Ilf( 4- iV)NH,, ~ c2"(2 u - -  1)- 1 (I[(XN - -  XM+a) m lip 4- 1] XN+~2 ~+a ]!v)~ 
(3.3.10) 
for 2 ~ r < ~ and r = P l ,  where now c depends on p, p~, the choice of the 
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functions 4, ~1 and the function qo in the definition of the norm of H r . Now, 
applying 3.1(i) to 
I] m I1~ -1 (li(x• - xN+I) m II~ + 11 xN+12 N+11L~)-~f(z) 
we conclude that (3.3.10) also holds for Pl ~< r ~< 2 with c replaced by 
c2~/2(2~/2 _ 1)-1. 
Now the right-hand side of (3.3.10) tends to zero as M-~ oo or N ~ - -~ ,  
M < N. Thus setting z = 1, we find that the series ~f j  converges in H v, 
and its sum is in fact g. For let ff denote the sum of the series. Then the distribu- 
tion ff evaluated on a testing function ~o e Co ~° is given by 
and since f~. = 0 for j positive and sufficiently large, and [ f~- [ ~ c2 ~, the series 
~.f~(x)  converges uniformly. Now its pointwise sum is g(x), and therefore the 
right-hand side of the preceding equality coincides with ( g, ~o). Thus we have 
g = ~. Consequently, with proper choice of N and M in (3.3.8) we will have 
lif(1) - -g  [IH~ < e. Furthermore, the norms on the right-hand side of (3.3.1.0) 
are majorized by [] m i1~ and therefore we have 
Ilf(u ÷ iv)lira ~ c22~(2 ~-- 1)-1',! m [l~ ~ crllglln~, (3.3.11) 
where c depends on p, Pl and the choice of the functions ~b, ~7, and ~0. Since the 
functions f~(x) are infinitely differentiable and vanish outside the sets (gj, which 
are bounded, this is the desired result in the case fj ~ Co ~. To see that we can 
select he functionsfj so that fj ~ Co ~ and fj(x) = 0 near the origin, we choose a 
function k such that/~ ~ Co ~ and/~(x) = 0 near the origin and setfJ s~ ----- (fj * k~), 
f lS)(z)  = ( f ( z )  * k~). Then the Fourier transform of f~ ~) _f.a/8) has compact 
support and vanishes near the origin. Furthermore we have 
N 
f (s)(z)  - - f (1/~)(z)  = 2 (ff*) --fC1/~)) 2~(~-1)]1 m [1~ -*. 
M 
Now, as we observed in the proof of Theorem 1.8(v), 
II[f(~'(1) --  fll/~l(1)] --  f(1)[l~/~ --~ 0 
as s --~ 0 and 
l[f(~)(z)llm,~ <~ c ]lf(z)lln, ~ , z ~- u + iv, u = Pa/P, (3.3.12) 
where c depends merely onpl  and the choice ofk. Now ifr >/2,  then on account 
of [3, (1.7)] and Young's theorem on convolutions we have 
]]ff*)(z)lln~ ~< c [[f(z)l!m II k~ I]1 = c 11 f(z)]]n, IIk ]]a. 
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Thus, from (3.3.11) 
[rf(~)(z)]!w ~ crllgllH~, 2 ~ r -- p/u < ~.  
On the other hand (3.3.11) and (3.3.12) yield 
[I f(~)(z)ll,~ ~ cp, II g II,~, u = p/p, 
and 3. l(i) applied to these inequalities gives 
]]f(~)(z)llH,. ~ cr II g [IH~, Pa ~ r = p/u < or. 
with an appropriate constant c. Consequently taking s sufficiently small we will 
have 
[lf(~)(1) --f(~/~)(1) - -g  iIH~ ~ 2E 
and 
II fls)(z) - fa/S)(z)llH," ~ er II g ]]t/~, p, ~ r = p/u < o0. 
This completes the proof of our theorem. 
The next theorem on the complex interpolation method for the spaces H ~ 
is a simple consequence of 3.1 and 3.3 (see [2]). 
THEOREM 3.4. Let 0 < Po < P* < ~ and (Ao, A,) be an interpolation pair of 
complex Banach spaces. Let ~ and ~8 be defined by either 
(i) ~ - -  Ao c~ A~, ~ = [Ao, Ad~, 0 ~< s ~< 1; or 
(ii) ~ is the space of functions f such that f z Co °~ and and f vanishes near the 
origin, or ~ is the space of functiom f, f ~ Co'for which 
f f (x )  x ° dx = 0 
for all monomials x~ with ] a ] ~ m -- 1, where m is an integer larger than 7/O~po ; 
andes  = H~(R"), where l iP = [(1 -- s)/po ] + (s/pa), 0 ~ s ~ 1. 
Let 0 < qo < ql ~ c~ and (Bo, Ba) be another interpolation pair of complex* 
Banach spaces and ~ and ~ be defined by either 
(iii) ~=B o+B1,  ~,=[Bo ,Ba]~0~s~l ;  
(iv) ~ is the space 5~' of tempered istributions in ~ and ~ ~- Hq(Rn), 
(1 lq) = [(1 - s)lqo ] + (slql), i f  either s < 1 or q, < ~,  and if  q, -~ 0% ~,  are 
the space functions of bounded mean oscillation with respect o the metric p, that is the 
space of functions f such that 
fo(*-u)<(, Lf(Y) -- m ldy ~ IIf[I a~ 
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for all x and a, where m is the mean value o f f  in the sphere {y j p(x - -  y) ~ a} and 
Hf[] is the norm o f f  as element of ~ . 
Let L~ be a linear operator defined in ~,  with values in ~ and depending on a 
complex parameter z = u q- iv, 0 ~ u ~ 1. In the case ~ = B o + Ba , assume 
that l(Lff) is continuous and bounded in 0 <~ u <~ 1 and analytic in 0 < u < 1 for 
every f ~ ~ and every continuous linear functional l on B o q -B  1 . In the case 
= .5 °' assume that for eachfc  ~ and a given q~ ~ 5 P with ~(0) # 0 the function 
F(x, t, z) = [(Lff) • ~o~](x) is uniformly continuous and bounded for 0 4: u <~ 1 
and (x, t) in any compact subset of {(x, t)l t > 0} and analytic in z in 0 < u < 1. 
Assume further that for u = 0 and f ~ 
and for u : I and f ~ 
IlL=f!l~o ~ t/fll~o 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
and g. 
Then for O < u = s < 1 and f e ~ we have 
where c depends on s, qo, ql , and the definition of the norms of the spaces H ~ in- 
volved, and L~ can be extended continuously to a bounded linear map of ~ into ~.  
As was pointed out above, this theorem is an immediate consequence of 3.1, 
3.3, and 1.8. We leave the details to the reader (see [2, Sect. 4]. 
The next theorem is about the K method of interpolation of Peetre (see [6]) 
as it applies to the spaces H v. Let B 0 and Ba be real linear spaces embedded in a 
linear space If. Suppose that in each of the spaces Bj there is a function [[ f llj , 
which we shall call the norm o f f  in B~-, defined with the properties 
Ilfl]J >~ 0, 
II hf/Ij = ! h ] Hf[[~" for all real A, 
I[ f + g [IJ ~ c (ll f [IJ @ I[ g [Ij), where c is a constant independent o f f  
For f~Bo+B1 ={f l f=g+h,  gcBo ,h~Bx}andt  >0def ine  
] l f l l~-- inf(t! lg l lo+l lh l [x) ,  F - -g+h,  g~Bo,  hEB1 
and for0 <s-< 1,p >0 le t  
Ifrf~,~ = I!fll~ t (1 "~)~(dt ). 
Then the space [B o , B1]s,~o is defined as the space of elements f in  B o + B 1 for 
which ]1 f ]l~,~ < oo. As is readily verified [Bo, B1]s.~ is a linear space and the 
function ILfll~,~ has the properties (i), (ii), and (iii) above. 
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An example of such spaces B0, B 1 are a pair of the spaces H ~. In fact, they are 
linear spaces over the reals and they are contained in the space of tempered 
distributions 5°' and their norms satisfy (i), (ii), and (iii) above. That (i) and (ii) 
are satisfied is clear. As for (iii) we have (see 1.2) 
I lf+gllH~ ~ /]flIH~ -+- ]lgllH~, p > 1, 
] ] f -yg[ ]~ ~ [IfllH~ + Ilg[l~/~ ~2~-~(IrfIIH~-t-llgHH,)L p ~ 1. 
A second example is this: Consider the spaces Hw ~, 0 < p ~< 0% of tempered 
distr ibutionsf for which Ma(x,F), a > 0, whereF = ( f  , %), ~o ~ 5 °, ~v(O) C= O, 
has the property that 
sup s ~' ]{M~(x,F) > s}I ~ c", p < 0% M~(x,F) <~ c if p = 0% 
and let the "norm" Ilfl] be the least constant c for which this inequality holds. As 
is readily verified this norm satisfies conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) above. Further- 
more the space Hw ~ is independent of the choice of a and % and any two "norms" 
(which do depend of the choice of a and ~0) are equivalent. To show this consider 
s~p s~ [{N~(., F) > 41, a > r/1, 
where Na is as in [3, (2.1)]. We will show that 
sup s ~' [{Na(x,F) > s}[ ~< c sup s ~, I{M~(x,F) > s}J, 
and this combined with [3, Theorem 4.6] will yield the desired result. 
In order to prove the above inequality we use the fact that, as was shown in 
the proof of [3, Theorem 2.4] 
From this, and 
we obtain 
Na(x, F) <~ ~ 2-kM2~/a(x, F). 
k=l  
co 
(2 ~-  1) Z 2-k~ = 1 
k=l  
I{Na > s}[ ~ k [{2-kM~/a > s( 2" -- 1) 2-k'}[ 
Ic=l 
and using [3, Lemma 2.2] we have that 
!{Na > s}l ~< ~ 2.3~(1 q- 2k/aa-1) ~ I{Ma > s(2~ - 1) 2~(1-~)}1 
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and from this 
sup s ~' l{Na > s}[ <~ ~ 2.3~(1 + 2klaa-1) ~' (2 ~ -- 1)-~ 2-k(1-~)~} 
k=l 
x sup s~ I{M~ > s}l 
and the series on the right converges if 7/a - (1 - E) p < 0, that is if e is suffi- 
ciently small. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let Bo = H ~°, Ba = H ~'1, 0 < Po < Pl ~ Go. Then i f  
0 < s < 1, and 1/p = [(1 - -  s)/po ] + (s/pl) we have [Bo, B1]~,~ D H ~ and there 
is a constant c such that 
IISG,~ ~ c ll/ll~,~. 
Proof. We shall begin by showing our theorem for functions g such that 
e Co w and ~ vanishes near the origin. Let re(x) andfj  be the functions associated 
with g as in the proof of Theorem 3.3, but with the exponent Pl there replaced 
by r, with r ~< 1 and r ~ P0 and let (~ = {re(x) > 25}. Then we have 
g(x) = ~L(x) ,  
where for each x only finitely many terms of the sum are distinct from zero. 
Furthermore, each functionf~ is infinitely differentiable and vanishes outside (9~ 
and 
tlSj Ilu, <~ c I 6 ! 1/~ 2J, 1Sj(x)l ~< c2J, p > ,, (3.5.1) 
where c depends only on r and the choice of the norm in H ~' and of the functions ~b 
and ~/in the proof of 3.3. This follows from the fact that, as was shown in that 
proof, (3.5.1) is valid withp replaced by r and r ~< p. 
Let 
gk = E f J "  h~-  E / ' ;  
then, if m*(t) is the nonincreasing rearrangement of re(x), see [16, Chap. I, 
Sect. 13], we have 
,1(¢~1 1112) 
° 
(3.5.2) 
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where c depends only on p >/ r  and the constant in (3.5.1). To prove this let us 
assume first thatp ~< 1. Then from (3.5.1) we obtain 
co 
] lgk [ ]~c  [G'12 ~ ~c~([  
]e k 
k--1 
--co 
k--2 
(gj I 2JP ~< c 
(gJ[ - - I  d~:~+l I)2 ~f, 
(1 Ca [ -- r G'+I [) 2 j~ - / c  [ Ck-i [ 2(k-1)~, 
where the constants c on the right depend on p and the constants in (3.5.1). 
Now since m*(t) > 2~ in the interval (1 (¢~+1 [, ] ~J I), it follows that the sums on 
the right above are majorized by the corresponding integrals in (3.5.2), and 
(3.5.2) follows. 
Now suppose that p > 1. Let XJ denote the characteristic function of (O~ 
and let l(x) denote a function in L q, q -~ p/(p -- 1), with II l II~ = 1. Then, on 
account of (3.5.1) we have 
co 
k 
But, as is readily verified from the proof of 3.3, the function re(x) is bounded so 
that Xs(X) = 0 for j  sufficiently large. Thus the integrand in the last expression is
majorized by 
2 ~ [x;(x) -- xj+~(x)] 2Jl l(x)l 
k 
and since re(x) > Z [XJ(x) --  XJ+l(x)] 2J we find that 
f gk(x) l(x)dx l<~ 2c f¢,o m(x)] l(x), dx, 
and this implies that 
IT gk [1~ <~ 2c ] m(x)r ~ dx = 2c m*(t) p dtj l/p, l 
GI 
and this combined with [3, (1.8)] yield the first inequality in (3.5.2). 
Similarly we have 
I f  hk(x) l(x) dx l 
k--1 
--cO 
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/c-2 
= 2c f Z Ix, - x~+,(x)] 2' I l(x)l dx + 2c ~ f xk-~(x) 27"+~ ] l(x)[ dx 
- -oo  
2c • [ m(x) ] l(x)i dx ÷ 2c f, 2k-ll(x) dx, 
where (P~-I denotes the complement of (P7~-1 •
But this implies that 
I[ h~ 11~ ~< 2c L~ [ [  m(x)~ dx] 1D) @ 2c2 k-1 ] ('~k--1 [ /~9 
= + 2c I 0k-1 [1/~ 2k-1, 
-11 
which establishes the second inequality in (3.5.2). 
Before continuing with our proof we will establish an inequality which we shall 
need below. Let l(t) ~ 0 be defined and nonincreasing in (0, oo) let u > 0 and 
O<p ~< 1. Then 
where c is a constant independent of p and l. To see this let us denote by I the 
integral on the right above and observe that, since l(t) is nonincreasing, if
t ~> u we have 
{t ~ -- (t/2) ~} l(t) ~ < I 
or 
Therefore 
l(t) ~ [2/(2 ~-  1)l/v]I~/~t -1. 
f /  ~ 21-p 1- -p  i(l_~)/,,~l(t)~t~_ldt l(t) dt = l(t) v l(t) 1-~ dt ~ (2 v _ 1) p 
t t 
1 21-v P/~. 
p (2 ~ -- 1)(1-~)/[~] 
Now, as is readily seen, the coefficient of (pI)l/~ in the last expression is 
majorized bya  constant independent of p, and the desired inequality follows. 
Returning now to our proof let us assume that p~ < oo. Let us consider the 
function g introduced at the beginning, set 0 -1 = (l/p0) --  (l/p1) and for each t, 
t > 0, let k be the smallest integer such that 
I e~_l I >~ t-° > I 0~ [. (3.5.4) 
Since [ (9~ [ tends to zero and to infinity as k --+ +~ and k -+ --0% respectively, 
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such a k exists. Thus, from (3.5.2) with p = P0 and p ~ p,, respectively, we obtain 
t -(~-~)* 1] g l[,," ~ 2*[Y [I gk I1,~.o + t-(~-')~ IIh~ [l~/~J 
[~o du]~/~o [~ 
ct~S m*(u)~° 4- ct-O-s)~ -o m*(u)~ du]~/~ 
+ c i Ok-1 f/~: 2(k-I)~t-(:-sb]. (3.5.5) 
Now if we integrate with respect o dtlt the first term in the above expression 
becomes 
-° -=s ; "  .,.o 
c fo t's m*(u)'° du]'/'° dtt cO [1 Jo m*(u)'° du] v "/['°-('s/°)' d vv 
where in the last integral we have set v ~ t -°. But since (P/ Po) - -  (ps/O) - -  1 -~ O, 
Hardy's inequality shows that the last integral is majorized by (see the proof 
of 3.3) 
f] c m*(u) vdu  <~ c[[gl[n~, 
where c depends on the choice of norms for H ~. Now using (3.5.3) we find that 
the integral of the second term in the last expression in (3.5.5) is majorized by 
c fo °° t -(I-')" [Ji-~ m*(u)" du] "/'' (dt/t) 
f..,..,o,. 1 = c m*(u) ~1 duj ~/~: dv 
*o 
f V[~o(1--s) lO]--I <~ c r °~ m*(u) ~ dv 
~0 ,/2 
--cf?m*(u)'[f~uv['(i-~)/o]-Idv]du '~/'.. 
But (P/Pi)  @ [p(1 -- s)/O] -- 1 = 0, so that the last integral coincides with 
fo c m*(u) ~ du ~ c I[ g l]~.. 
On the other hand, for the integral in the last term of the last expression in 
(3.5.5) we have 
f; c I Ok-I [~/~: 2(k-I)~t-(1-s)~ dtt 
c ~ I Ok_ I [ ~'~°1 2 (k-I)~° ( l(gk-l[-:/° t_(l_s) ~ d_~t 
k=-o~ ' zl¢1[-1/° t 
c~ 
C ky.o O-  , ]I9,/J) 1 ](I--s)(Jo/O) 2(k-I)~ ~<(! ~s)p  -=_ l(¢k-: I(Q 
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and since (P/Pl)  4- (1 --  s)(p/O) = 1, applying Holder's inequality to this sum 
we find that it is majorized by 
c ~ c 2 ~ 
(i 
- -co 
f; ~< c m*(u)  ~ & <~ c Ir g r l§ , .  
Collecting these estimates we find that 
V J ~ !1 g I]~,~ = t -O-s)~ i] g ill (dr~t) ~ c II g I]H~" 
I fpa = 0% then inequalky (3.5.5) becomes 
r l " t -O 1 ~°/~°o 
t-°-*)~ ]lg [IF ~ c [Jo m*(u)'° du] 4- c 11 hk I[~. (3.5.6) 
But according to (3.5.1) 
k--i %--I 
[[h,~]]~o ~ ~ IIfjIl~o ~c~ 2 j =c2  k, 
- -oo - -oo 
so that integrating (3.5.6) with respect o (dt/t) we obtain 
o t-(1-*)~ ~ dt ~ t-o 
4- c 2~t_c1_~) ~dt 
t ' 
where in the last integral k is a function of t. The first integral on the right above 
is majorized by c 11 g ]l}~, as was shown above. On the other hand, for the second 
integral we have 
o 
-~o ¢~-~1-1/° t 
__ 1 ~ 2k~[ (9k_ 1 1(1_~)~/0 
(1 - ~)p  _~ ' 
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But in this case (1 --  s)p/O = 1 so that the last sum is 
2 k~ [ ~)k-~ [ = 2 v Y, 2k" I C,~ l 
--oo -co  
and, as was shown above, this sum is majorized by c [] g IIH~- Thus we find again 
that II g !1~,~ <~ c llglIH~. This establishes our theorem when feCo  ~ and f 
vanishes near the origin. To obtain the general case we observe first that [I flit 
is a nondecreasing function of t so that 
'.rJl,,,~ = Ilfllt T >~ ]]f[]~ t 
U-- (1- -s )~ 
- (1 - s )p  [Ifl].~ 
for all of u. Now given f e H~ there exists a sequence of functions f~ such that 
f~ is in Co ~° and vanishes near the origin, and [ [ f~-- f [ ]H~--+ O. Thus 
I]f, --f,~]IH, --~0 and therefore also l]f~ -- fro ]1~,~ -~ O, [If. - - f~  lit -~ O, and 
l] f []t ~< li__m_m []f~ [It. Consequently using Fatou's lemma we obtain 
fo~ -(>~)~ ~ dt f? [ ] f l ] . ,~  ----- t [ I f / i t  ~- ~< lim t-(~-*)~ Ilf~ ]Jf d t  t 
~0 = li_N_m IIf~ I1~,~ < c lira []f~ [l~r-~ = c 11f]!H~, 
as we wished to show. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let 0 < po < Pl ~ c~, 1/p ~ [(1 - -s) /p0 ] -/ (s/pl), 0 < 
s < 1. Then i f f  ~ [H~0, H~l]s,~ we have that f~  H ~ and there is a constant c 
such that 
where [[ f]Ps, ~ is the norm o f f  in [H~0, H~I],, ~. 
Proof. Consider the sublinear operation K defined on Hw ~ as Kf(x)  = 
supp(~:_v),< * !F(y, t)l , where F(y, t) = ( f .  9t)(Y) and 9 ~ ~,  ~(0) ~ 0. It is 
clear that K maps H~ into L~, = {h/supa A ~, [{] h ] > h}[ < c}, i = 0, 1, and 
consequently by a well-known interpolation theorem (see [9, Theorem 1.1]) K 
maps [H~o, ~1 H  ].~.~ continuously into ~_wFL ~0, _,~I.P~Ij,,~ = L ~ (see [9, Theorem 4.3]). 
Thus if fE[H~o,H~]~,~, then M(x,F)~L~' and consequently f~H ~ with 
]]f[]~/~ = [[ M(., e)[[~ ~< c llf][,.~ as we wished to show. 
Next we discuss the K method as it applies to the spaces/tv.  We begin by 
proving the following known result. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let (X,/~) be a measure space with a positive measure t~ and let 
w, ,  i = O, 1, be measurable, positive, almost everywhere nonvanishing functions 
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defined in X. I f  L(wi) denotes the space of functions integrable with respect o the 
measure w~(x) dl~(x ) with norm 
then 
and 
Ilf[lL<w) = f lf(x)l wi(x) dp~(x), 
1--8 8 [L(wo),L(wa)]sa = L(w), where w = w o w, 
1 
, , i , , . .  = + • 
Proof. For t > O, let Xo(X, t) be the characteristic function of the set where 
wo(x ) < twl(x ) and Xa(x, t) = 1 -- Xo(X, t). Then clearly twlx o >/ZVoX o and 
twlxl ~ WoXl . Thus i f f  = fo + f l  @L(wo) + L(Wl) we have 
Wo [)Col + twl l / l ]  = (%/ fo  I q- tWl I fx I)(Xo + X~) 
= WoXo I f  o] -J- twxx~ l f l  ] _t_ twlx 0 I f  l[ -~ WoXI I fo [ 
>/WoXo lfo] + twlx1 I f l l  + WoXo I f  1] + twaxa I foI 
= WoXo(l fo] -+- I A ]) + twlx~(Ifo I ÷ I A 1) 
>> WoXo If i + tw,x, If l, 
and integrating we obtain 
[]fo ]lL(~vo) + t l[fx IlL(w1) ~ iI Xof[lL(Wo) + tH x~fl]L(~9 • 
Consequently, since f = Xof + xlf, we have 
and 
I]fL = II xofll£<~o) +t l l  x~][]£(~,) 
]If]Is,1 = t-' l lf![, T = Wo(X)Xo(X, t ) [ f (x) ]d~t- '~ 
+ f[ff,.(x, ,)t I-. -~-] Wl(X)If(x)] d. 
t ] wl(x)If(x)/dr* 
1 
as we wished to show. 
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THEOREM 3.8. Let 0 < Pi < 1 and 0 < s < 1. Then 
1 1 - -S  $ -- - - ,  
[/~/~o,/~r~1]~,1 = /~,  where P Po + Pl 
Proof. Let 9 ~ 5~ be such that 
supp c~ C {1 < O*(x) < 2) and fo °~ ~(At*x) 2 (dt/t) = 1 for x ~- 0. 
In view of [3, Theorems 4.5 and 4.9], given f~ Hq, 0 < q < 1, we may set 
llflla~ = f l  t~(1/~-l)l F(x, t)l dx(dt/t), where F(x, t) = (f* 9t)(x). 
Clearly the mapping E 1 : f - -~ F is a continuous mapping from Hq into 
L(t~(1/q-l)) with measure dlx(x , t) = dx(dt/t). On the other hand, for G(x, t) in 
L(t~la/q-l)) let E~ be the mapping 
E2: G -+ g(x) = f?  f G(x -- y, s) %(y) dy(ds/s). 
Then E 2 is a bounded mapping from L(t ~(1/q-1)) into Hq. Indeed by taking 
Fourier transforms it is readily seen that ]] % • % [[1 = ~(s/t), where ~7 vanishes 
off (½, 2) and is bounded otherwise. Therefore 
IJ g IPao = t~(~/~-~) [(g • ~,)(x)l dx at 
t 
fo f fo f ' c(x- y, s)] ,(%* ~t)(Y)[ dy dSs dx dt, 
t "(1~q-l) ] G(x, s)l dx rl(s/t ) dt ds 
t s 
f0 -° f [ a(x, S)[ dx f0 c° ]~'e(1/q--l' 7](S/')att d_$s 
i0 f c s'a/q-a) ] G(x, s)[ dx ds c [IG [!L(*'"/~-~b S 
Now, as is readily seen by taking Fourier transforms, we have E2Elf = f for 
f~/ lq .  Also by Lemma 3.7, [L(t~ll/to-l), L(tm/~-ll)]~, 1 = L(t~ll/~-l)). 
Thus we have 
1i ~, E~ L(t~(1/*,-1) ) J~  I~,  
and consequently 
[/-7 ~°,/t~1]~,1 E3+ [L(t'A1/~o-1)), L(t~O/*~-l))]s, ~ 
= L(t~(l/'-l)) EL. I~  
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and since E2E ~ is the identity we obtain 
[fl o, H q, .l = 
as we wished to show. 
4. MULTIPLIERS AND FRACTIONAL INTEGRATION 
In this section we shall study multipliers and fractional integration operators 
acting in the spaces H v. 
THEOREM 4.1. For ~ in 5° such that supp c~ is a compact set not containing the 
origin andS(At*x) ~ 0 as a function of t for x =/= O, and a real number/X, 0 < /X < 
y/p, let W(x) = ~(x) p*(x)~. Let 0 < p < q < oo and 1/q = ( I /p)  - -  (/x/r). We 
define the mapping I v by means of its Fourier transform as (Iuf)"(x) = f(x)p*(x)-, 
for fin 5P with supp f disjoint from the origin. Then if F(x, t) = ( f ,  gt)(x) and 
G(x, t) = ( I J ,~vt)(x) we have that 
S~(x, G) <~ c IIf I1~;" M~(x,F) ~, 
where c depends on p, q, and the choice of the norm in H~. Therefore we also have 
[I Lf[ Im <~ c Ilf[lH., 
where c again depends on p, q, and the choice of norms. 
Pro@ By taking Fourier transforms it is readily seen that G(x, t) = t,F(x, t). 
Now on account of [3, (2.6)] we have 
and 
IF(x, t)[ ~ c []f[]n~' t-~/~ 
co 
C 2 ~'~'~ + llflIL-....II t'<--./.'x ( at-- )(at)-" dy p(x Y) dt 
= cMa(x, F f  s ~" 4-c l~fLIn. 
whence setting s = l I f l]~z/~ Ma(x, F) -~/" the desired result follows. 
We will next apply the complex method of interpolation to obtain a different 
version of the multiplier theorem, [3, Theorem 5.3]. We start with some 
preliminary material. 
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LEMMA 4.2. Let ~(t) >~ t be an infinitely differentiable nondecreasing function 
in [0, oo) such that ~(t) -= 2 in [0, ½], ~(t) = t in (3, oo). Then the Fourier trans- 
form g(x, z) of ~l(p(x))-5 z = u + iv, is an integrable function for u > O, and 
f I g(x, z)l ax <~ c(1 + I z l )"  [(~ + .)/u], 
where m >~ n -b 1 is the least integer such that ma > 7, a and 7 being the constants 
associated with the group At as in [3, (1.1)]. 
Proof. As is readily verified by induction on m, (O/Oxj)m~[p(x)] -~is a linear 
combination of the functions 
z(z + 1)"" (z + l - -  1) ~7[p(x)] -~-z 7/%)[p(x)] "'" ~7(~')[p(x)], 
[ (~/e~)  ~"~ p(x)] ..- [ (~/ex;F~ p(x)], 
where .q(k) =(d l jd t  k) ,?, k~ ~ 1, mi >~ 1, m >/ k~ + ... + kz , m = m 1+ 
• "+m~. .  Since ~(~)(t) =0 if t >3 and h > 1 or h /> 1 and t ~<~, and 
~7(t) ~> 1, it follows from [3, Lemma 1.5] that 
I(~/exj) ~ ~[p(x)]-" l ~< c(1 - / I z  ])*'~p(x) -~  if p(x) >~ 1, 
I(a/axj)" n[o(x)]-~l <~ 41 + I z I) ~ if O(x) ~ 1, 
where c depends only on m. From this it follows that (3/Ox~) ~n ~[p(x)] -~ is inte- 
grable and therefore xj~g(x, z) is a continuous function bounded by c(1 + ] z I) m, 
which, since m > y/~ ~ n implies that 
[g(x, z)[ dx <~ c(1 + l z I)% 
.141 
(4.2.1) 
Now assume that u ~> } 7. Then B[e(x)] -z is uniformly square integrable in 
u ~> } 7 and consequently 
f r g(x, z)] 2 dx ~< C, 
which implies that 
L ]g(x, z)l dx ~ c 
and this, combined with (4.2.1), gives the desired result for u >~ ~ 7. 
In order to prove our result in the case 0 < u ~< ~ 7 we shall use the fact 
that, as we shall show below, the Fourier transform of p(x) -~, 0 < u ~< ~ y, is a 
function majorized by c(1 + I z ])~ p*(x)"-" with c independent of u. Assuming 
this for the moment we will have 
~[o(x)] -~ = [@(x) ] -o  - p(x)-z] + p(~)-~, (4.2.2) 
607/24/2-5 
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and since the first term on the right vanishes for p(x) >/3 and is majorized by 
1 4 -p(x )  -~, its Fourier transform is a bounded function with a bound inde- 
pendent of z for 0 < u ~< ~ 7. Consequently g(x, z) is a function majorized by 
c(1 + I z I) ~ p(*x) ~-~" + c in I x I ~< 1 and thus 
I g(x, z)] dx ~ c -4- c(1 + I z L) ~ ~ O*(x) ~-~ dx 
~[<~1 JIml<l 
~< c(1 + I z / )  ~ [(1 + u)/u], 0 <.  ~< ~,  
and this combined with (4.2.1) gives the desired result. 
Finally let us show that the Fourier transform of p(x) -~ has the property stated 
above. Given z with -~ 7 ~ u > 0 we choose an infinitely differentiable function 
cp(t) with compact support in (0, oo) such that 
o ~ t~?)(t)(dt/t) = 1. 
Then, setting tp(x) = s we have 
f /  dt ~ __ = p(x)_Z" t~o[p(Atx)] --[- _=_ tz~o[to(x) ] __ = O(x)_~ sz~(s) dSs 
Now if ~(x) ~ 9 ° and T(x) denotes the Fourier transform of ~o(p(x)) we have 
o~ . dt dx, = f ~(X)/0 tz-'ltJ(A~-lx)"t- 
interchanges of orders of integration being justified by the absolute convergence 
of the integrals involved. Thus the Fourier transform of p(x) -~ is the function 
F(x, z) = f f  t~-'~P(A*-~x)(dt/t). 
In order to estimateF we observe thatF(A~*x,  z) == t~-~F(x, z), as is readily seen 
by changing variables in the preceding integral. Furthermore, since x~ ~ g(x, z), 
j = 1,..., n, coincides with a continuous bounded function, taking Fourier 
transforms in (4.2.2) we obtain 
IF(x, z)l <~ c + l g(x, z)l, I x I > 0. 
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But ] xff'g(x, z)l ~ c(1 @ I z I) m, j  = I, 2 . . .  n, and therefore, if [ x i : 1, we 
have 
IF(x, z)/ < c(1 + I z ]F 
:g t X ¢ and if x ~ -4o,~x with I ] = 1 we have 
I F(~, z)l * ' = I F(&,.(~)x, ~)1 = I p*(~)~-~ I I F(x', ~)1 
cp*(~)~-~ (~ +1~ I)% 
as we wished to show. 
L~MMA 4.3. Let ~(t) >~ t be an infinitely differentiable, nondecreasing, convex 
function in [0, co) such that ~(t) ~- 2 in [0, ½) and ~7(t) ~- t in (3, oz). For f ~ SP 
and a complex number z = u + iv let the mapping D J  be defined by (D J )~(y)  = 
~7(p(y))~ f ly) .  Then for ~ E 6P we have 
I[ D~[f~o][t2 ~< I1D~fl}2 l}(Dl~l~o)^[l~ • 
Proof. It is readily seen that for ~ as in our Lemma we have ~(s -}- t) ~ ~7(s)~(t), 
and ~(st) ~ max(I, s) ~7(t). Then for u ) 0 we have 
I 9[p(y)]:l = ~7[O(y)]" ~< V[p(x - -y ) ]~ V[p(x)] ~. 
I fu<Owehave  
~[p(~)]-~ < ~[p(x - -  y)]-~ nip(y)] -~ 
or  
~[o(y)p < ~[p(x - y)]-u nb(x)]". 
Thus for any z we have 
I r ip(y)] '  I - -  r ip(y)] ~ ~< v[p(x --y)] '< V[p(x)] ~. 
Now since 
(D~[f~o]) ^(y) = ~7[p(y)l z jf(x)~(y - x) dx 
we have 
I(D~[&]) ^ (y)l < f l/(~)l n[p(x)p 14(y - x) ~[p(y - x)F~ i dx 
f [ (D J )  ^  (x)[ i(D!.,d~v)" (y -- x)l dx, 
and consequently 
[1D~[f~] ^[]z ~ [[(Oaf) ^  [12 ]r(Dl~l~o) ^ Ill = I] Dzfrl2 [[(Ol~lg) ^ [[1 
as we wished to show. 
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LEMMA 4.4. Let z = u + iv and let D~ be defined as in Lemma 4.3. Then 
I1D~E2Ptf]H~ < t -~/2 max(l, t)u[[ D~f[]~. 
Proof. By Parseval's relation it follows that 
[] D~[?tf]ll~ = [](D~[Ttf])" 118 
= f r nip(y)] ? {/(At~y)I~dy 
= f ~[tp(At~y)] ~ t -~  [/(AT'y)] ~ dy 
<~ max(l, 0 2*`  f ~[p(Atay)] 2.' t-2~ [f(Atl(y))[2 dy 
= max(l, t) 2u t-~ f [ ~)[p(y)],f(y)]2 dy 
max(l, 2u -v  : t) t [ID~fl[2, 
as we wanted to show. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let [(t) be an infinitely differentiable function defined for all real t 
such that [(t) equals 1 in [--½, ½], ~(t) vanishes for I t ] >~ ~,2 is monotone in each of 
the intervals ½ ~ I t I ~ ~ and~=_~ ~(t -- k) : 1 for t ~ R. Let ~I ~ j be defined 
by ~(x)  = ~[log p*(x)]. Then if re(x) is locally square integrable in x ~ O, 
D~[(Ttm) ~7~]1]~ <~ c, t real, a <~ ~(z)  <~ b, (4.5.1) 
with c independent of t and z if and only if 
fl - D~[T~,~m) ~h]l]2 <~ c, k integer, a <~ ~(z)  <~ b, (4.5.2) 
with c independent of k and z. 
Proof. It  clearly suffices to show that (4.5.2) implies (4.5.1). So assume that 
(4.5.2) holds and given a real number t, let s, k be such that t ~ sd ~ with 1 ~< 
s < e and k integer. Now for x ~ R n --  0 we have that ~o ~ tA *A*x~ 1 /-~j=--oo ' I l k  s eJ I = 
A , since ~(A.~ A,jx) = ~[j + log(sp*(x))] for allj. Thus for x ~ 0 we have 
m (Lm)(;) ~(~) = m(A,*x) %(x) = Z m(A,*x) %(~) %(A *A*,~). 
Now notice that since #l(Af fA*x)  vanishes in the support of Ch(x) if j ~ --2, 
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--1, 0, 1, the above sum has four terms at most. Therefore we have that 
1 
ifDz[~,m)~l][J~ = Z 
j=--2 
{D [m(A~*x) ~(x) ~I(A *A*x)]} 2 
<~ 
1 
Let z : u + iv. Now from Lemmas 4.4 and 4.3 it follows that for each of the 
terms in the above sum we have, since t = se k, 
II{D[m(AmA~x) ~(x) ~(A *A~x)])[] ~ 
(se~) -~/2 max(l ,  se~) ~'IJ{D [m(A*~_~x) ~l(A~/sdx) ~(x)]}ll2 
c e2'` I!(Dl~,iCl~(A*/.~Jx))  ^  I[~ [J{D[m(A~,_~x) ~(x)]}[l~ 
ce  2u  " ~ , ,., 
and therefore it follows that 
H Do[(f~m) fd!r~ ~< c, 
with c independent of z provided u takes values in a bounded set. This is the 
desired conclusion. 
THEOaFM 4.6. Let re(x) be a bounded function such that if ¢h(x ) is as in Lemma 
4.5, then 
rl Da[(~P~m) ~l]EI2 ~ c, c independent of t, 
for some A > 7[(1/p) - -  ½] and 0 < p ~ 1. Let the mapping Mf  be defined by 
(Mf)^(x) = m(x) f(x) for f~  Y with f with compact support and vanishing near 
the origin. Then 
H MUJJH~ <~ c II/[JH., 
where c is independent off  but depends upon p and the choice of norms in H ~. 
Proof. Let 0 <p ~ 1 and let A = 7[(1/P) - -  ½ + ~], ,  > 0, be the value of A 
for which the hypothesis holds. We may assume that E ~ ½ for if ~ > ½- then our 
assertion follows from [3, Theorems 5.3 and 6.9]. Let 0 < 0 < 1 and 
1 < pa < 2 be chosen so that 1 - -  E = O(2/p 1 -- 1). Clearly such a choice is 
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always possible since 0 < E ~< ½. Let Po be defined by the relation 1/p = 
[(1 - -  O)/po ] + (O/p~). Finally set A(z) = 7[(1/P0) --  ½](0 --  z). 
For a positive integer k, 0 as above and {2(x) = ~({log p*(x)}/2), let m~(x, z) be 
given by 
/e 
= 
j=-/~ 
T _,{~?eD a(a)[ (T~m) ~h]}(x). 
Then ml~(x, O) is an H ~ multiplier with norm bounded independently of k. 
Indeed let }t = 7[½ 4- (e/2)], then for any integer h we have 
) * • . ,  = Td~_j{~2Da(l+iv)[(~ ejRl) 7]l]}(N) 711(X)D~[m~(Ahx, 1 q- zv) ~h(x)] D a 
j 7~ 
But as is readily seen for x ~ supp ~l(x), ~2(A~h-jx) vanishes unless [ h -- j ] ~ 1, 
so that the terms in the above sum vanish if h > k q- 1 or h < --k --  1, and 
by Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 it follows that 
!1 Dx[m~(A~,x, 1 4- iv)~(x)]l[2 
ii Dx( T , ,{v2D_m +iv)[ (T ,m) ~I]}(X) Yll(g'))l]2 
[h--Jl<l 
C E ~ A , = [I Di~,(t/%_s/2)Da[(~ ~jm) ~1]112, 
1h-Jl<~ 
where 2~ is as in the statement of our theorem. But since for real s Dis is a bounded 
operator in L 2 of norm less than or equal to 1, it follows that the last sum above 
is bounded by a constant c. Now since ), > 7/2 and pl' = p~/(pa -- 1) > 2 it 
follows from [3, Theorems 6.5, 5.3, and 6.10] (since m~(x, 1 + iv)f is a square 
integrable function for f such that f ~ Co °~ and has support not containing the 
origin we may apply Theorem 6.10 with P = 0) that mT~(x, 1 + iv) is an L~[ 
multiplier and, by a well-known duality argument, an L ~1 multiplier with the 
same norm, which the above argument shows to be independent of k and v. 
Similarly let ~ = y[(1/Po) + (e/2)]. Then as above we see that 
![ D~[m~(A*~, iv) 0}l(x)]ll z ~< c, 
and therefore by [3, Theorems 5.3 and 6.9] me(x, iv) is an H ~'0 multiplier since 
it > 7/Po, with norm bounded independently of k and v. After multiplication 
by an appropriate constant hen, these remarks show that the hypotheses of 
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Theorem 3.4 are satisfied for the linear operation L~ corresponding to the multi- 
plier me(x, z), and consequently it follows that 
k 
mk(X , 0)= y'  F_~{(Ljm)~I~z}(X) 
j=--k 
k 
= m(x) Z Te J{~z}(x) 
j= -k  
(4.6.1) 
is an H ~ multiplier, with norm bounded independently of k, for 1/r = 
[ (1  - -  O)/po ] + (O/p~) = l iP. 
Let (Mj J )^(x)  = mk(x, o)f(x) for f~  5 p with f compactly supported and 
vanishing near the origin. Then from (4.6.1) it follows that for all k 
sufficiently large actually mT~(x, o)f(x) equals m(x)f(x) - - (Mf ) " (x )  and therefore 
F[ Mf!rH~ ~ c ]lfllH~ 
for f in  the class described above. But by Theorem 1.8 such a class of functions is 
dense in H ~) for 0 < p and this gives the desired conclusion. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let m(x) be a bounded function such that if ~l(x ) is as in Theorem 
4.6, then 
[] D~[m(A~*x) ~l(x)]L ~< e 
for some h > y[ (1/ p ) -- ½], 1 < p ~ 2, where 1/r = ( I /p)  - -  ½. Then the mapping 
Mf  defined by (Mf)"(x) = m(x) f(x) for f ~ 5 p with f compactly supported and 
vanishing near the origin can be extended continuously to L ~ and 
[] 2]//fN~ ~< c llflr~, c independent off. 
By a well-known argument then [I Mfllq <~ c ]]fllq , where 1/p <~ 1/q ~< l -- ( l /p). 
Proof. Our argument here is analogous to that in the proof of the preceding 
theorem. Let 1 <p < 2 and let h = y[(1/p) - -  ½ - /e] ,  ¢ > 0, be the value which 
satisfies the hypothesis. We may assume e < 1. Since 2 < r < o% if 0 = 
1 --  (2/r), then 0 < 0 < 1. Let l(z) ~ (1 --  z)(r/2) and A(z) = (1 --  z)(),/2) -}- eT. 
Let ~1, ~2 be as in the preceding proof, set g(x, j) = D~[(~P~m)7~1](x ) and for a 
positive integer k set 
k 
ink(x, z) e -"2 = ~ T_j[~z{D_a(~)(I g(., z)[ ~(~) sgng(',  z))}](x). 
j=- lz  
Then for z ~ 1 + iv we have 
ml,,(x, 1 @ iv) e -(l+ivF = 2 Te-~[~2{D-e~-iv,/2(I g ', J)l "~/~ sgn g(', j))}](x). 
j= -k  
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But as we have seen in Lemma 4.2, D_~r_~:,/~, being convolution with an 
integrable function, is a bounded operator in L ~ with norm less than or equal 
to c(1 + ve)~*/2[(1 + e~,)/e~,]. Consequently 
k 
il mk(x, 1 + iv) e v211o~ 41 + ~)~/~ 1 + ~Z ~ I Y'~_~(~)(x)l 
c(1 + v2)ml 2 1 + e_____Z 
(4.7.1) 
Also for z ----- iv we have, as in Theorem 4.6, that 
l] D~[(1/2)+~l[ml~(A~*x, iv) ~l(x)] e ~'° ]!2 
~ IjD~[(1/~)+,](C?l(x) 7 ~_,[r/.,{ _.y[(lj2)+c]_ive/2( jg(',j)i'/2-i~/~sgng(',j))}])ll~ 
Ij-hl~<l 
~< c ~ IJ D_i,~/~(Ig(',j)l ~/2-i~(~/2) sgne(',j))]l~ 
IJ--hl<~l 
c ~ tl O~[m(A~x) ~(x)]/17 ~~ c, (4.7.2) 
l J--hill 
by Lemmas 4.3, 4.4, and the boundedness of the operator D_iv~/2 inL ~. 
Let the operation L~ of Theorem 3.4 be, as in the preceding theorem, the 
multiplier corresponding to an appropriate multiple of m~(x, z) e -~2. Then from 
(4.7.1) it follows that ink(x, 1 + iv) e -tl+i*)~ is a bounded multiplier in L 2 with 
norm ~< c(1 + v~)~/z[(1 + ~,)/Ey], independently of k. 
As for ml~(x, iv) e -(i~)~, from (4.7.2) and Theorem 4.6 it follows that it is an H 1 
multiplier with norm bounded by a constant, independently of k. Consequently 
by Theorem 3.4 (see [12]) we obtain that m~(x, O) e -°~, and therefore also m~(x, 0), 
is a bounded multiplier inL ~ for l iP  ~- [(1 --  O)/Po] + (O/pa) ~- (1 --  0)/2, with 
norm independent of k. 
But since A(0) ~ A we have 
le 
ml~(x , 0) e -o2 ~ ~ " ~' = T0_j{~(7 o~m) ~l}(x) 
j= -k  
m(x) Z - = T~_,(Vi)(x). 
Let then M~f  be the operation corresponding to the multiplier ml~(x, 0); i.e., 
(M J ) " (x )  = mk(x, O)fl(x). But if f is compactly supported and vanishes near 
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the origin, then (Mkf ) " (x )  = e°2m(x) f (x )= e°~(Mf)^(x) for all k sufficiently 
large. Therefore 
]] MfN ,  <~ c rlfl]~ 
for such functions, and the result for arbitrary funct ions f  in L ~ follows from the 
density Theorem 1.8. This  completes the proof of our theorem. 
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